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NFIAlf FAILSAFE POWER FROM YOUR UPS 
BackUPSTM bypasses your UPS when things go wrong! 

It instantly switches to Direct Line AC if the UPS output fails or 
becomes unstable, keeping critical equipment on-line. 

• Safely replace UPS batteries • Easy UPS maintenance without shutting off the load 
• Restart Timer prevents harmful power cycling • Remote-Bypass can disable a failed UPS at a remote site 

INPUT FROM UPS 

REMOTE 

Input 120V AC, 50-60 Hz 

BackUPS 
Fa ilsafe Power Switch 

UPS MODE 
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See User Manual for Deday Time 
and Remote connection detail. 
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ON AIR  Ii 
NEW' SuperLight Controls LED Tally Lights! 

VDC V IN LED 

HENRY 

Fr. 
IWGINICA ,1.10 

PVVR 

WINNER 

SUPERLIGHT TM 
LED TALLY LIGHT CONTROLLER 

CONTROL LINK VO 

nCONTROL + LIGHT 

RELAY OUTPUTS 

NO C NC NO C NC 

12 12 + " G 41 1A 24 VDC MAX 

HENRY ENGINEERING 

Simple interface to your networked studio or console. 
Directly powers 12V lights, built-in flasher, 

plus relays for speaker muting, etc. 

In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers, 
visit www.nenryeng.cor for details Tel: 562-493-3589 

HENRY 

ENGINEERING 
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SWIM Control of Audio For All Applications 

BDI's Audio Toolbox Series Offers Synchronous AES Switching, Silence Sensor 

Switching, and Most Importantly the ease of SNMP Interface ... 

ny  bdi Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
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Choose from 3 Model Classes: 

ATB-300 Series for One of 8 input to all output switching 

GPM-300 Series for True 8 X 8 Cross Point Switching 

DAB-300 Series for Dual Path Switching for Digital Radio Applications 
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XLR, 75 and 50 Ohm BNC adapter panels for all configurations available Combined with 

SNMP Control Provides Total Plug and Play Installation 

The Audio Toolbox Family of digital and analog audio switchers from BDI offer unparalleled flexibility of switching, 

routing and distribution. Whether you need AES, balanced analog or composite FM stereo switching and distribution 

choose from over 32 different models across three switching platforms. The ATB-300 for switching/DA functions, the 

GPM-300 series for 8 X 8 Cross Point switching or the DAB-300 for dual path IBOC switching applications. All models 

feature SAIIVIP remote control and status making your remote control interface take only minutes. 

bdi Serving the Broadcast Industry for over 35 years 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.com bdi 
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In This Issue 
Critical Content for Radio 

Cover Story — by Clark Novak, Lawo Inc. (page 6) 

Rationa izing the Rack Room: AoIP's Next Phase: 
"Those of u who've been around a few years remember the 
shockwave IP made. It completely upset radio's traditional 
engineering ode!. The ability to connect everything in your 
studios, pro ction rooms and engineering racks, sending and 
receiving au io signals using ¡P-Audio via off-the-shelf com-
puter networ ng technology, was truly revolutionary." 

Chief Engi eer - by Scott Schmeling (page 10) 

Again ... Hate When This Happens: "I was going to 
go grab our M to take some monitor point readings a while 
ago. I checke battery voltage before going out and could see 
there was a battery problem. This FIM uses two 67.5 Volt 
batteries and we 1.5 Volt D-Cells. So I opened the battery 
compartment ' oor on the back and what I discovered was an 
abundance o "battery snot!" 

System Sol lions - by Wiely Boswell (page 14) 

PoE: LA Power Over Ethernet: "It is getting common 
to power all ty es of things over an Ethernet cable. There are 
a few things ta consider and I will try to dig into the subject. 
This subject lates to USB computer ports that provide 
power as well. All the neat gadgets and serious accessories 
can put a po er demand on the source. USB ports and 
Ethernet ports ave steadily increased their speed and power 
delivering caps ity. I will start out with USB ports and 5 VDC 
power. (Ijust ade up that term, but it seems very appropri-
ate.) There w no way I would put fresh batteries in before 
cleaning this m s s up! So instead ofa trip in the field, I started 
disassembling and cleaning." 

RF DUMMY LOADS * 

for ALL YOUR 

APPLICATIONS 

AIR-COOLED - HDTV 

- HD WATER-COOLED 

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC. 
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 

E-mail: info@altronic.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com 
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Radio Air-Chain 
I N N QVAT I N 

Visit Nautel at NAB to see Radio Air-Chain Innovation In Action 

Software-Based 

Ma Audio 

On Prem Air-Chain 

1441 

Cloud Air-Chain 

Backu, 

link 

Main 

Studio 

Transmittem 

link 

Multiple TCP Paths 

Backup Air-Chain 

Backup Audio 

G3 Exporter 

Flexible and easy to deploy approaches that eliminate FM-HD blend issues and 
offer Air-Chain redundancy. Nautetcornieadio-air-chain 

HDMULTICAST+ 

r1211121 
• 

IMPORTER/EXPORTER 

- 

HD MULTICAST+ Importer/Exporter 
Simple all-in-one solution. Cuts costs by 53%* compared to prior equipment. 

O Exciter 

FVI+HD Modulator 
EVI 1E11 

Air-Chain 

Selector 

Synchronous 

Air-Chain 

The industry's 1st Flexible 
Importer/Exporter 

NEW! Oninia by Nautel Audio 
Processing for HD 2, 3, 4 coming soon 

Call your Nautel Rep today 

877-628-8350 fNAAEISHOW Visit Nautel at iWhere Content Comes to Life Booth W7022 

FEDRadio® For domestic ($SA depbyments of the Multicast+ Importer/Expor( 
Digital AM & FM For internationW customers please contact your Nautel represent nautel.com/HD nautei 
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Rationalizing the Rack Room: 

AoIP's Next Phase 
by Clark Novak - Lawo, Inc. 

First Phase: AolP Arrives 
Those of us who've been around a few years remember 

the shockwave AolP made. It completely upset radio's 
traditional engineering model. The ability to connect ev-
erything in your studios, production rooms and engineer-
ing racks, sending and receiving audio signals using IP-
Audio via off-the-shelf computer networking technology, 
was truly revolutionary. Overnight, cost-per channel 
dropped like a rock; discrete cabling and punch-blocks 
were quickly discarded in favor of Ethernet runs one-tenth 
their size. System designs became simpler, and project 
costs decreased. Ethernet's routing / sharing abilities also 
obsoleted "big iron" audio routers. 

Second Phase: IP-Audio Standards 
At first, a handful of competing networking technolo-

gies fought it out in the marketplace. This hindered adop-
tion a bit, since the systems were non-compatible. It took 
the AES67 standard to fix the problem. 

Today all major AolP networking technologies are 
compliant or compatible with the AES67 standard. Comple-
mentary standards have been ratified too, such as SMPTE 
ST2110-30, which defines sampling rate and bit depth so 
that compliant radio & TV systems can interchange audio 
more easily. 

Third Phase: Device Concentration 
Another AolP advantage is the ability to place inputs 

precisely where they're needed. In the old days, remote 
sources meant discrete cabling for each input, along with 
overhead cable trays and bundles as thick as your arm. 
AolP accomplishes this with high-density edge devices 
in interview studios, news booths and performance stu-
dios, with just a couple of Ethernet cables running back 
to the rack. It's that same rack that sets the stage for 
AolP, Phase Three. 

AoIP facilities still require multiple audio input 
devices, a mixing engine for every studio console, signal 
processors to sweeten audio — enough gear to fill a rack 
room. With studios and transmission facilities continu-
ing to downsize, space for that equipment is more pre-
cious all the time. 

But if Moore's Law is still in force, then AoIP devices 
should be getting more powerful, more agile, able to 
handle more inputs, outputs, signal processing duties, etc. 
— right? 

Enter Power Core 
Lawo engineers had this idea of "device concentra-

tion" in mind when they began designing Power Core, a 
state-of-the-art 1RU AolP I/O gateway, routing engine 

and DSP processor. It has modular I/O to handle analog, 

AES/EBU and AES67 audio, plus huge amounts of 
DSP-based signal-processing capacity. It is also feature-

customizable via tiered licenses that let you balance cost 
with capabilities. 

Standard I/O includes two AES67 / RAVENNA 
ports, 4 MADI ports and a DB-25 connector for GPIO. 
Each AES67 port supports 64 stereo channels for a total 
of 128 active stereo streams (256 mono). These ports 
support the ST2022-7 standard for redundant network-
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ing links. Each MADI port supports 64 mono channels, 
and can also be configured for redundant operation; 
radio / TV operators find these useful as a baseband-to-
Aol P bridge. 

Power Core: 110, mixing, routing & DSP in 1RU. 

The rear panel has 8 modular card slots, which can be 
filled with a variety of I/O cards: Mic / Line, AES/EBU, 
MADI, Dante, and a "Studio I/O" combo card with Mic, 
Headphone and line connections. Dual power inlets are 
provided for redundancy. Dual Gigabit ports, a CAN port 
and an RS-422 port provide remote control access. 

As you can see, Power Core takes the "device con-
centration" idea pretty seriously. All of that signal con-
nection capacity could easily occupy 6-8 RU with tradi-
tional AolP devices. 

Inside the box, it's even more interesting. Power Core 
is also a console mixing engine that can handle up to 60 
physical and 60 virtual faders. While few stations need one 
console that big, Power Core can also be configured as a 
mixing engine for up to four independent mixing devices 
simultaneously — traditional physical consoles, or 
touchscreen virtual mixers. This is a real game-changer for 
medium-sized studios, reducing the engine-to-console ra-
tio by 75% and saving considerable cost. 

But there's more. Power Core contains so much DSP 
that it can become a networked, whole-plant, audio-
processing-on-demand provider for as many as 96 input 
channels and 16 stereo (32 mono) summing busses. One 
Power Core in the rack room can apply EQ and dynamics 
processing to any source before routing to its final 
destination. 

This dynamics toolkit is quite robust, with automatic 
gain optimization for mics, a 5-parameter equalizer with 
three fully-parametric EQ bands plus two semi-paramet-
ric bands, gates, expanders, compressors, limiters and 
de-Essers. There are also four individual AutoM ix groups 
to maintain preset mixes for multiple inputs. Onscreen 
bus and source metering via EBU R128 and/or PPM 
meters are included. Many clients employ a Power Core 
to sweeten sources inside the facility, mix-minus chan-
nels sent to field reporters or talent working at home, or 
for program audio fed to network affiliates. 

This is a lot of capability for a broadcast device that 
only occupies 1U in your central rack. 

Examples 
Multiple license options make it possible to tailor 

Power Core to specific needs. If those needs change, the 

license can be easily upgraded via software. Current op-
tions are EDGE (a pure I/0 device), SAN (a Super Audio 
Node with I/0 with DSP capabilities), L and XL packages 
for powering a single mixing console, and MAX, which 
allows one Power Core to power up to 4 individual mixing 
consoles. Here are a few examples of how these options 
can help reduce rack space requirements. 
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Super Audio Node 

Here's ar easy way to save 6RU. Using the SAN (Super 
Audio Node) icense, with a Mic/Line input card, an 8x analog 
input card, tvi.jo 8x analog output cards and four AES-EBU I/ 
0 cards, one flower Core takes the place of four rack-mounted 
analog and to AES3 110 devices and their associated net-
work switch ports. 128 channels of MADI 1/0 replaces two 
64x64 MAD devices. Bonus: this configuration also in-
cludes a 1,72 x 1,728 routing matrix and 64 mini-mixers, 
plus EQ/dynanics processing for up to 16 inputs. 

On-demand Signal Processing 

Whole-pl 
pelling applic 
48 channels o 
the quality of 
or social media 
ing is also in 
views balanc 
outputs durin 
are available a 

nt, on-demand audio sweetening is a com-
tion. The "L" Power Core license provides 
input audio processing; use it to improve 

atellite or remote feeds, audio from phones 
, livestreams, etc. AutoMix automatic mix-
uded, useful for keeping multi-mic inter-
d or for riding gain on playout system 
unattended operation. These capabilities 
the same time audio 110 functons are being 

performed, gaining more cost and space savings while 
increasing capabilities. 
, QC, 

0" IMP 
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Since AoIP 
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average-sized 
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News 

ixing Engine to the MAX 

ebuted, the console to mixing engine ratio 
at if you could slice that down to 4:1? 

license allows it to power up to four 
ixing consoles (or software controllers, 

I). Along with this comes an expanded 
ting matrix, 96 instances of DSP dynam-
d 80 summing busses, along with the 

ity and bridging features already men-
ng some serious space and cost savings 

at can add up to significant numbers in a 
facility. 

Let's Get Sma I! 
With apolog es to Steve Martin, it seems clear that 

AoIP's next revo tion will come from reducing the size of 
its infrastructure Thanks to technological advancements 
in computing and DSP, we finally have the means not only 

to improve our o erational performance by adding capa-
bilities, but to d so with less capital expense and in a 
smaller physical ootprint than ever before. - Radio Guide 



Tieline 
The Codec Company 

wwvv.tieline.com 

* The Gateway 4 codec supports 4 channels only and is not upgradable to support more channels. 

Dream of remote broadcast possibilities when you combine the 
award-winning ingenuity, flexibility, and redundancy delivered by ViA 
and Gateway 4 codecs. With unrivalled network connectivity options, 
flexible multi- stream connections, and full remote control - the world 
is at your fingertips. 

• The ViA delivers 7 IP interface options and supports mono, 
stereo, double mono, triple mono, or stereo plus mono. 

• The Gateway 4 provides two stereo connections, or one stereo 
and two mono connections, or up to 4 mono connections. 

SCMS is your source for Tieline products. 
Ask us for a quote or demo today! 

Broadcast solutions from over 500 manufacturers 
scmsinc.com I 1-800-438-6040 I sales@scmsinc.com 

NeE3SHOW 
7 Where Content Comes to Life 

Tieline Booth: #C1707 
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- Studie Site - 
Taking Your Studio On the Road 

New devices that bring high tech to the field or the office next door, 

by George Zahn 

It's happened more than a few times, and there's that 
terrible feeling when every studio at the station is tied up 
for recording or interviews or live delivery — then a guest 
shows up early (or late) and there's nowhere to go to 
record. When it's happened to me, I've been so happy to 
have a portable microphone/recorder unit at my disposal. 
I was able to take the guest into an office with half-decent 
acoustics and pull the interview off anyway. 

I've written in 
the past about a 
variety of micro-
phone/recorder 
all-in-one units. I 
still use an old 
Zoom H2 in a re-
mote kit, as an SD 
recorder attached 
to a mixer through 
the line-in option. 
That old work-
horse has been 
used, as described 
above, when a 
noted paleontolo-
gist arrived, only 
for me to find all 
the studios taken. 
That old H2, even 
with somewhat 
limited bass response, was a life saver. 

Over the years, we've looked at newer models. Whether 
it's a backup recorder/microphone at the station or a field 
recording device — used even more now for podcasts or 
extra field audio and nat sound — the options are becom-
ing even more refined, including better built-in micro-
phones and microphone interfaces. We've come so far 
from the bulky cassette and even solid state recorders of 
yesteryear. 

Just when I think the technology has advanced far 
enough for most needs, I find new technology that is 

more compact, better sounding, and more multi-func-
tional. Among the new devices hitting the market are a 
simple hand held microphone and recorder, but with 
advanced microphone capsule pickup pattern options. 
Another is a fancier new multi-track digital handheld 
recorder with built-in X-Y microphones but with XLR 
inputs for using alternate microphones or audio inputs. 

1•=ru-1 
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Zoom H2N Recorder 

A Mic in the Hand 
Yellowtec, a company out of Germany, has been 

manufacturing audio interfaces, mixers, accessories, and 
microphone/recorder combos. Their iXm handheld micro-

phone/recorders look like a standard handheld vocal mi-
crophone. Yellowtec claims the internal rechargeable 
lithium ion battery can last for up to sixteen hours of 
recording. If you need longer than that or forget to charge, 
the microphone will accept 3 basic AA batteries as well. 

We'll discuss capsule options in a bit, but other stan-
dard features include a mini-plug headphone jack to check 
audio in the field, a mini-plug line in jack plus a USB 2.0 
connection. The iXm records onto SD or SDHC cards up 
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to 32 GB. The device has an LEA (Level Energy Arbitra-
tion) which they claim functions better than Automatic 
Gain Control and smooths out audio levels, helpful in 
areas where the sound environment may not be control-
lable. The controls are built into the handle of the micro-
phone itself. There are some new features now available, 
including an upload app for Apple or Windows. 

Similar to a system microphone, Yellowtec offers a 
Pro Line of interchangeable capsules that will allow differ-
ent pickup patterns from omnidirectional to cardioid or 
even supercardioid. The capsules, available separately, 
simply screw on or off of the Yellowtec body. It appears 
the omnidirectional head is no longer being offered by 
Yellowtec, but may available on the secondary market. 

The Pro line from Yellowtec are capsules made by 
Yellowtec itself. The microphone body with one capsule 
appears to retail around $800, but Yellowtec also offers a 
Premium line of capsules which are manufactured by 
Beyerdynamic and provide higher performance and better 
frequency response, but the Premium capsules are about 
$150-200 more expensive. 

If budget is a concern, Yellowtec offers its Podcaster 
microphone/recorder. The unit is less expensive (about 
$600-700 retail) than the standard iXm units. The Podcaster 
does not have the rechargeable battery, and it only comes 
with the Pro Line cardioid head, limiting your options. 
It's also good to shop around if looking for any items, 
since supply chain issues can increase prices and affect 
availability. Some retailers appear to be offering Wavelab 
editing software, carrying case, and Yellowtec windscreen 
as a bundle. 

A Multi-track Multitasker 
Lacking an immediately available performance space 

for a small band that came to our station several years ago 
on short notice, I 
was able to make 
our conference 
room a passable 
recording area. 
Using a small 
mixer and some 
nice Sennheiser 
studio mics, we 
ended up running 
the mixer output 
to one of our rack 
mounted digital 
recorders in the air studio. Now, if we encounter that 
situation, one handheld unit can do almost everything. 
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In the past, we've discussed portable recorders that can 
record multiple tracks, That early H2 Zoom Handy Re-
corder allowed an impressive four channels of recording 
from its built-in microphones. That feature held through 
Zoom's H4n model. Zoom has since offered the H8 model 
which has twelve tracks of recording with four XLR 
microphone inputs and two onboard microphones. The H8 
was made t take on models from Tascam, and started 
offering a to chscreen control. 

Tascam as fired another shot across the bow in this 
battle of in uts and interfaces built into a hand held 
recorder. Th new Tascam Portacapture X8, which not 
only allows f r 6 tracks of digital recording (plus two more 
for mixdown , but has an elaborate and larger color display 
and control i terface. 

The Porta apture X8 has four XLR/TRS microphone 
inputs and 32 it/192kHz resolution, While the Zoom H8 
has more sim taneous recording tracks and can record for 
20m hours on four AA batteries (compared to 11 for the 
new Tascam), the Zoom H8 records at 24 bit/96 kHz. 

Tascam is 
filter, compre 
gate settings. 
recording in a series to the next. The 3.5 inch screen is 
designed to make a decent GUI. For those capturing video 
and wanting better live audio recorder, the X8 from 
Tascam has a told shoe mount. The X8 retails for about 
$500, The Zoon H8 is about $400. 

As I've al ays advised, when seeing any of these 
devices, we tenJ to get excited about getting a new toy, but 
if you know a professional using one or more of these 
devices, it's a great way to see if you can try their model to 
see if it fulfills 'our audio needs. Trying is a great option 
beyond just reaéing reviews. No model is perfect for every 
need, but the ability to set up in station, on the road, or in 
the field, is becoming simpler and more cost effective 
every day. If yob have unique applications for any of these 
or other devices, please share them, and we can pass along 
some creative i 

George Za 
producer and SI 
Knoll Commun 
contributor to 
Share your st 
comments to: 

adding its DSP options offering low-cut 
sor/limiter, and normalization and noise 
he unit can "remember" settings from one 

leas! 
n is a Peabody Award winning radio 
ation Manager for WMKV-FM at Maple 
ties in Springdale, Ohio. He is a regular 
adio Guide and welcomes your feedback. 
es with others by sending ideas and 
ahn@mkcommunities.org 

Orbon tegocy Ports & Service 

egb‘ 

III, Circuit lie,•orth leta. Ia.. 

920 EdiJen Ave. Benton. RR 7401S 

(S01)791-6991 

Ileum Product Dealer falert lay Brentlinger 
33001 / 3700i / 8600fi / 870011T/ 9300 

(980)797-5330 

fo a m les@Orbntegacy.co 

Service for flit Older model,: Robert teembruggen 
8100 / 8200 / 8300 / 8400 / 8300 

9100 / 9200 / 6200 / 2300 
(501)650-8455 

Robert@Orbontegoey.com 
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REMOTE MONITORINGt-F 
FROM ANY LOCATION. ON ANY DEVICE. 

tior EAM I FM HD I DAB+ 

ap into your broadcasts with Inovonics' expansive 

offering of remote monitoring equipment, 

551 FM/HD Radio Modulation Monitor 

The ultimate choice for advanced FM and 

HD Radio signal monitoring. Simultaneously 

monitor in real time the off- air FM modulation 

along with up to 4 HD Radio Channels. 

531N FM Modulation Analyzer 

Direct and off- air reception. Keep a sharp eye on 

total RF signal performance. 

525N AM Modulation Analyzer 

Third generation AM Modulation Monitor 

designed for accurate AM readings even in the 

presence of Hybrid Digital ( IBOC) transmissions. 

SiteStreamers 
Compact Size. 

Huge features. 

Powerful web graphics Et Internet streaming 

Dante AolP available on all SOFIAS. 
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www.inovonicsbroadcast.com I sales@inovonicsbroadcast.com 831- 458-0552 

WHY INOVON ICS? 
- Quality Solutions. Competitive Prices. Three-year Factory Warranty. 

- Quick to install. Easy to Program. - Quality &Pier soles service. 
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Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 
Why It's Important for Broadcasters 

by Gregg P. Skall, Member - Telecommunications Law Professionals PLLC 

Broadcasters are facing ever-increasing competi-
tion from Internet-based competitors and even from 
their own networks. In response, broadcasters are look-
ing ever more aggressively at their own Internet-based 
revenue opportunities, including streaming. With the 
accelerating conversion to 5G broadband mobile ser-
vices, it has become important for broadcasters to un-
derstand the efforts to enhance and expand broadband in 
their service communities. Critical to this evolution is 
the recent bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs 
Act (the "Infrastructure Act"), passed last year and 
described by the White House as a "once-in-a-genera-
tion investment in our nation's infrastructure and com-
petitiveness" that is designed to "ensure every 
American has access to high-speed Internet." 

Broadcasters need to understand the act and learn 
how to take advantage of it for advancing their own 
businesses. And, given the importance to all commu-
nities, urban, rural and suburban, of closing the "digi-
tal divide," everyone deserves to understand the role 
of their local governments in determining how the 

dollars will be distributed to properly and efficiently 
achieve the goal. The Infrastructure Act specifically 
requires state and local governmental agencies to 
solicit input from a broad cross-section of community 
leaders and stakeholders so that all voices and per-
spectives are heard in the process of putting the avail-
able funds to use. As a result, an informed community 
is important for this process to work effectively. This 
is, therefore, an important and timely topic for news 
and discussion programming on local stations. This 
article provides an overview of the latest develop-
ments to aid your efforts to report on this topic. 

The Infrastructure Act: The Infrastructure Act 
allocates over $65 billion in funding for broadband 
deployment. The largest portion of these funds ($42.45 
billion) is allocated to establish the Broadband Equity, 

Access and Deployment Program (the "Bead Program") 
which will be administered by the National Telecommu-
nications and Information Administration, (NTIA). The 

program will award grants to state and local governmen-
tal entities that will be responsible for establishing and 
administering grant programs and overseeing system 
deployments Each state will receive a minimum of $ 100 
million under the BEAD program. The remainder will 
be allocated to the states on the basis of demonstrated 
need for additional funds to bring service to unserved 
and high-cost locations, taking into consideration, among 

other things: ( 1) unserved areas where 80% of the 

population lacks speeds of 25/3 Mbps; (2) underserved 
areas where 80% of the population lacks speeds of 100/ 
25 Mbps; (3) the need to connect eligible community 
anchor institutions; (4) the need for additional data 
collection, broadband mapping, and planning resources. 

Recipients of BEAD program funds would be re-
quired to provide service at speeds of not less than 100 
Mpbs/20 Mbps with sufficiently low latency to allow 
reasonably foreseeable, real-time, interactive 
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applications. In addition, grantees would be required 
to match at least 25% of the project's cost, unless 
NTIA waives the requirement. 

In addition to establishing the BEAD Program, the 
Infrastructure Act establishes other broadband-focused 
programs which are summarized briefly below: 

A. Enabling Middle Mile Broadband Infrastruc-
ture Program: This program will distribute $ 1 billion 
to "encourage the expansion of middle mile infrastruc-
ture to reduce the cost of connecting unserved and 
underserved areas to the backbone of the Internet" and 
"to promote broadband connection resiliency through 
the creation of alternative network connection paths that 
can be designed to prevent single points of failure on a 
broadband network." States, local governments, Tribal 
governments and private companies are all eligible to 
receive a grant under the program for up to 70% of the 
total project cost. 

B. State Digital Equity Capacity Grant Program: 

The Act authorizes $60 million for planning grants to be 
made available to states and for the development of 
State Digital Equity Plans. In addition, it authorizes 
$650 million over five years for grants to states to 
support the implementation of State Digital Equity 
Plans and digital inclusion activities. 

C. Digital Equity Competitive Grant Program: 
The Act authorizes $650 million over five years for 
public-sector/not-for-profit entities to develop and 
promote digital inclusion and broadband adoption 
activities. 

D. Other Programs: Finally, the Infrastructure Act 
authorizes more programs geared toward increasing 
access to broadband, such as extending the Emergency 
Broadband Benefit program under the new name, the 
Affordable Connectivity Program, and a briefprovision 
on Digital Discrimination that would require the FCC to 
adopt rules facilitating equal access to broadband Inter-
net service. It also reauthorizes funding for various other 

broadband programs such as the ReConnect Program 
and NTIA's Broadband Connectivity Fund. 

The Broadcaster Role - Adequate State and Lo-
cal Planning: Broadcasters can play an important role 
by informing the public so that they can provide the 
input necessary to ensure the success of these programs. 

There is much work to be done at the state and/or local 
level to ensure that these funds are properly distributed 

and managed. Some states have already passed broad-

band legislation, some have it under consideration and 
some will pass much of the responsibilities to local 
governments. A recent report by Tilson, a digital infra-

structure deployment company, found vastly differing 
levels of readiness among states to implement the Infra-
structure Act and many states have not yet even pro-
posed legislation to create and implement the broad-
band grant programs. 

The bottom line is that there is much work to be 
done at the state level. Broadcasters can serve the 

public interest by bringing public attention to these 
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programs and discussion about what their state and 

local governments should do to achieve the best result 
properly and efficiently without fraud or abuse. NTIA 

will almost assuredly establish requirements to: (i) 
review the grant and sub-grant processes contained in 
state plans; (ii) assure that the plans are properly 
authorized y state law; (iii) ensure that the relevant 
state or loca administrative agencies have been funded 
for a suffici nt period of time to enable them to achieve 
the progra objectives; and (iv) confirm that states 
have in pla e the resources to monitor the grantees' 
compliance ver time. 

State pla s should be adopted on a transparent basis 

with adequ e input from interested parties and the 
public, with ell-publicized notice and comment peri-

ods. Whene er states rely upon input from outside 
consultants nd experts to formulate broadband poli-
cies, this fa should be made public and well publi-
cized. Cons ltancy contracts should be awarded on a 
competitive asis pursuant to a public request for pro-
posals ("RF ') or request for quotations ("RFQ"). 

NTIA is statutorily required to ensure that the 
funding in th s program is distributed to areas that lack 
any or suffic ent access to broadband Internet service. 
In the past, etermining the specific areas that are 
either unsery d or underserved with high-speed broad-
band service has been challenging and it remains so 
today. The ct seeks to avoid these problems by 
dedicating s e funds to states for mapping, which is 
important be ause lack of funding in the past has been 
a barrier to t e creation of reliable broadband service 
maps. If stat s undertake their own mapping initia-
tives, they m st be able to pass critical analysis that 
they are reas nably accurate. 

Finally, t e ultimate recipients of funds must be 
required to emonstrate that they meet quality of 
service stand rds to assure that end users receive a 
truly high-sp ed broadband service. This will require 
continued dili ence by state and local officials as rapid 
changes are ting place in the development of terres-
trial services, nobile wireless services, fixed wireless 
services and atellite-based services. Considerations 

such as terrai or population density may weigh in 
favor of one echnology over another, and well-in-
formed local fficials should be the best resource for 
making these ritical local decisions. 

Conclusio : A well-informed public is critical to 
help guide th distribution of the massive funds de-
signed to brin broadband to all Americans. Broadband 
can be a game- hanger, not unlike the introduction ofthe 
telephone, rad o and television. Broadcasters can play 
an important p rt to make sure their local audiences and 
government o icials are well informed and able to 

provide meani gful input and make informed decisions. 
And, if reliabl broadband proliferates, there may be 

additional bus ness opportunities for broadcasters to 
pursue Interne based revenue streams. 

This column is provided for general information pur-
poses only and should not be relied upon as legal advice 
pertaining to anx specific factual situation. Legal decisions 
should be made nly after proper consultation with a legal 
professional of ur choosing. 

Gregg Skall s a member of the law firm of Telecommu-
nications Law Pr fessionals PLLC. Heftequently lectures on 
FCC rules and r gulations, represents several state broad-
caster associaticips and individual broadcasters and other 
parties before th FCC. 
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Remotes are hard. After hauling out the kit, connecting everything, 
searching for power, finding working Internet, double-checking the 
algorithms and bit rate, you call the studio and wonder if it'll work. 

Meet CallMe. No kits to carry, cables to pull, or apps to install; it runs in the 
browser on any smartphone, tablet or computer. Ah — we hear your gears 
turning. That's right: everyone has a broadcast codec in their pocket, on 
their desk, or in their bag. And they already know how to use it! 

Imagine texting or emailing anyone on the planet a link. They click it, and 
they're instantly in your studio. Use it for breaking news, artist interviews, 
VIP guests, sporting events, sponsored promotions. Use your imagination. 
You even get your own custom-branded Web portal for listeners. 

Cat Me-T 

The studio side of CallMe is this brilliant little box. Notice the lack 
of buttons and screens? There's nothing to adjust, no menu trees to 
climb, no parameters to twiddle. That's because it's designed to do 
exactly one thing: make fast, flawIless IP audio connections. And the 
sound quality is amazing, thanks to the OPUS algorithm. Rock- solid, 
reliable, and ready for air. 

And since you're wondering, yes, CallMe is compatible with pretty 
much all of the other codecs out there — even those needlessly 
complex and expensive ones. 

Visit AngryAudio.com/callme to learn more. 

© 2021 Angry Audio LLC 
e www.angryaudio.com 



System Solutions 

LAN Power Over Ethernet — PoE 

by Wiely Boswell 

It is getting common to power all types of things over 
an Ethernet cable. There are a few things to consider and 
I will try to dig into the subject. This subject relates to USB 
computer ports that provide power as well. All the neat 
gadgets and serious accessories can put a power demand 
on the source. USB ports and Ethernet ports have steadily 
increased their speed and power delivering capacity. I will 
start out with USB ports and 5 VDC power. 

The original USB cable end has four contacts, the outside 
two connections carry 
the power and the in-
side two connections 
on the connector carry 
data. The plastic in-
sert showing inside 
the connector indi-
cates which version it 
supports. 

White: This usually signifies an old-school USB 1.0 
connector or port. 

Black: This color identifies a USB 2.0 Hi-Speed 
connector or port 

Blue: This signifies a newer USB 3.0 SuperSpeed 
connector or port 

Teal: The most recent addition to the USB color chart 
identifies a 3.1 SuperSpeed+ connector or port. 

Continuing with 5 VDC, an Apple phone charger has 
a USB connector and is typically capable of a 1 Amp 
charge. The voltage is going to remain at 5 VDC and the 
phone controls the charge with its own battery manage-
ment system. An Ipad requires a 2 Amp charger. Once you 
surpass the current rating, the voltage is going to drop or 
the supply shuts down. A USB hub will require external 
power, if the sum of the current the attached devices use is 
more than the host port can support. If the equipment being 
powered experiences load surges, the resulting voltage 
drop can cause a reboot. 

PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) cameras that use pan/tilt motors 
will experience a load surge as it boots up and the motors 
cycle though startup. One inexpensive PTZ camera, that I 
use in front of equipment in a rack, lets me remotely see the 
Eb/No reading. Other cameras at the studio can scan over 
Internet and generator equipment in the telephone room. 
These are not the more expensive PoE (power over Inter-
net) IP cameras; they have separate power and Ethernet 
connections. They operate on 5 VDC with a very small 
coaxial power connector into the camera. The supply is 
rated at 2 Amps and has a USB connector. I tried extending 
the supply cable but the surge resulted in enough of a 
voltage drop through the cable to cause it to start rebooting 

— you have little to loose at 5 VDC. My solution was to use 
a buck converter. It was preset to convert 12 VDC down to 
5 VDC at 3 Amps. It is sealed in molded plastic and it will 
run the camera using a 12 VDC supply. You can, of course, 
expect possible switching noise. A buck converter uses a 
switched-mode technology, and it relies on an inductor/ 
capacitor combination and can boost voltage, as well drop 
voltage in a highly efficient method. Remember, digital 
devices such as this and my dash cam, will trash AM 
reception. The noise floor, in general, keeps going up. 
USB is fixed at 5 VDC so the interface can loose voltage. 
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A nice gadget to have in the computer tool box is a USB 
volt/amp meter (Figure 1). It displays the voltage and you 
can measure the drop under various loads and verify a USB 
port power is working properly. 

The latest standards offer a large range of connector 
types, speeds, and power available. USB cables have limited 
distance. USB 1.0 began in 1996 and moved up to 3.1 in 
2013, USB 3.2 in 2017, and now USB 4, 
defined in 2019, runs at 40 Gbps. 

The most common cable has a type 
A (flat end) to type B (somewhat square 
end). This type cable is typically used 
from a computer to a printer or to other 
devices like the Pira FM Scope/RDS 
test set. The 3.0 / 3.1 cable will have an 
extra row of pins on top of what looks 
like the regular type B end. This can 
support more current to a "software 
handshake qualified," attached periph-
eral device (up to 3.1 Amps). Cables 
are less than 10 feet long, for higher 12v to 56v Mode B 

speeds like 3.1. USB 2.0 can go further 
at up to almost 17 feet, with a speed of 
480 Mb/s. A 3.1 micro B connector is used with external 
hard drives and appears as two small flat connectors. 

Ground 

Mode A 

USB 
3.0 

Micro-B C lightning 

¡ea 
Two example cables are USB 3.0 cable to micro B 

cable. It appears the two outside power pins are longer such 
that power connects before data pins. 

The USB 3.1 A connector has additional pins hidden. 
They can be seen on the 3.1 B end as well as the length 
difference. Again, the extra pins provide the intelligence 
for high speed operation. 
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The connection area of a modular RJ45 connecis also 
small. Now we are subjecting these type connections to up 
to 2 Amps and 57 VDC Ethernet power delivered is not 
limited to 5 VDC. Ubiquiti wireless access products use 
PoE of different voltages and you have to be careful not to 
connect a 48 Volt PoE inserter to a 24 VDC access point. 

LAN cable connection could be a reliability issue. 
There are gold plated contacts in a modular connector and 
the plating thickness becomes very important, especially 
for multiple insertions that can wear it away. Bell Labs 
invented the odular connector system. Phone line stan-
dards were y ry high. Not just any connector could handle 
90 VAC ring ng voltage and -48 VDC standing on the line 
always waiti g for an off hook. A poor connection became 
quite evident as noise on the line. Four-wire data circuits, 
including T 1 , also used modular connectors in certain 
cases. Wire s lices in the field could become weak when 
nothing but ta was carried by the pairs. Sealing current 
was applied to the two pairs, Tx & Rx, to help the 
connection q ality over time, without affecting the data. 
The same pri cipal is applied to power transfer through an 
Ethernet cabl . There are two different modes involving 
which pairs t use. Equipment is so advanced it is possible 
to automatica ly adapt to either standard 802.3afor 802.3at. 

Each of e four pairs in a LAN cable terminate at 
approximatel 100 Ohms into 1:1 miniature transformers at 
each end (Fi ure 2), within a small sealed block on the 
circuit board. ransformers block longitudinal surges as a 
balanced circ it. In this case, the interface side of the 
transformer is enter tapped from which power is provided 
or used. Ethernet circuit equipment is sensitive to lightning 

Iniector Device 
RJ45 <100 rn of 12145 

CAT5E cable 

Device + 

Ground 

Figure 2 

and lots of th t ngs get damaged, as you likely have experi-
enced. Fiber isolation does the best job protecting equip-
ment but does not pass any power. Transit protection is built 
into PoE power inserters but has to have 60 Volt or higher 
breakdown threshold. The circuitry is very small and deli-
cate. With the input transformer having a wired center tap, 
it is like bypas ng the common mode rejection of a trans-
former — the s ge goes right on in. It takes Ethernet over 
fiber isolation a wireless client to protect the interface. 

There ares ge suppressors for Ethernet runs. Ubiquiti 
recommends t em at the cable entrance coming off a 
tower. Other ethods are coiling up cable, ferrites, and 
shielded cable ith a drain wire. A modular connector not 
sealed to the w ather, outside at a camera, will not last: 
There are now ice female connectors that come out of 
cameras. They ome with mating covers that twist lock on 
the camera don le. (If water gets in the higher DC voltages 
will burn up t e connector.) One of the latest phone 
company dema improvements was the strange goo in the 
RJ socket to ke p out moisture. 

Wiely Boswel is Chief Engineer of Faith Broadcasting, lo-
cated in Montgom ry, Alabama; CBRE,CBNE, and SBE 118 Chair-
man. He may be ntacted at: Wiely@faithradio.org 
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Transmission Line Tips 

By Steve Callahan 

Transmission lines are the "Rodney Dangerfield" 
of a radio station. As long as they are working prop-
erly, they get no respect. Let's take a closer look at 
them and what they do. 

The job of a transmission line is to efficiently trans-
fer the energy from a power source, like a transmitter, to 
a load, such as an antenna. There are many versions of 
transmission lines which come in various sizes such as 
RG-8, 1/2-inch foam, 1-inch hard line, 1-5/8 inch hard 
line, 3-1/8 inch flex or hard line, 6 and 8-inch hard line, 
along with wave guides and open wire transmission 
lines. Naturally, the power needed to be transferred will 
dictate the physical size and power handling capacity of 
the transmission line. 

When looking at coaxial cable, you can choose 
from flexible foam dielectric line or flexible air filled 
line which uses dry air or nitrogen as a dielectric. 
Another choice available to you is a hard line, which 
has an air dielectric and a rigid copper outer conduc-
tor. The hard lines usually come in long lengths requir-
ing connectors and couplers. They can be used inside 
or out but make sure you use factory flanges outside 
and put the required "0" rings in the joints to water-
proof and make the connections air tight. If you want 
to use hard line inside, you can use field flanges and 
couplings. "0" rings are voluntary but I usually use 
them out of pure habit. 

Field Flange With Bullet 

Hard lines used outside require hangers for sup-
port, both for horizontal and especially for vertical 
runs. The hangers are daunting pieces of hardware 
with springs to maintain proper support. The advan-
tages of a hard line outside is that if you need to replace 
a short section of hard line due lightning or other 
damage it may not require a complete replacement of 
the transmission line. However, if a line section or 
bullet does bum up, smoke and soot can travel quite a 
way through a hard line system which would then 
require swabbing out of the affected length. Not a task 
to be undertaken by the uninitiated! Also, a hard line 
has couplings every 10 or 20 feet and every one of 
them is a potential problem waiting to happen. 
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If I've scared you away from hard line, then 
flexible coax is the choice for you. It's usually one 
piece, from transmitter to antenna, and needs to be 
supported — but not with all of the hardware needed 
for a hard line installation. You don't need as many 
flanges and elbows, just flange adaptors at each end. 
Those come in gas-block and gas-pass configura-
tions. The gas-pass allow the dry air or nitrogen to 
pass through the connector and the gas-block connec-
tors prevent the gas from passing through the connec-
tor. In a pinch, a gas block can be made into a gas pass 
with a quick quarter inch hole drilled in the interior 
Teflon insulator. 

Bullet Connector 

Personally, I've used both flex and hard line in 
many applications over the years and I've picked up 
some tricks that can make your life a little easier. 
When I specify pressurized flex line in an installation, 
I usually ask that a gas-pass elbow be installed at the 
base of the tower when the line goes from the vertical 
run to the horizontal run. I think it's just good insur-
ance in case you have a catastrophic failure at either 
end, you can separate the line into two pieces and, if 
you're lucky, only have to replace one half of the flex 
line. 

Elbow Connector 

A lot of folks think that cutting and fitting hard line 
is a terrifying task. I like working with hard line, 
especially 1-5/8 inch line, because the parts are smaller, 
the line lengths are shorter and it's easier to cut and fit. 
Also, support hanging is a lot easier when you are not 
juggling a heavy piece of 3-inch copper pipe. 
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When working with hard line, I start off simply. 
Make sure you have the right tools and parts for the 
job. You'll iieed enough lengths of copper hard line 
with interior copper conductors held off the wall of the 
outer condu 
tower man w 
told me, des 
parts so you 
transmission line project and then get the right amount 
of parts, plus an extra one or two, of field or unflanged 
elbows, cou lings, adaptor flanges and anchor insula-
tors or bull s. Make note of the elements of your 
project that an't move versus the parts that could 
move slightl to accommodate the runs of your trans-
mission line. 

If you ch ose to cut the copper lines by hand with 
a hack saw, ave a handful of brand new hack saw 
blades ready Some folks use a pipe cutter, a cut-off 
saw or a po er hacksaw to make the cuts, but I've 
found that th pipe cutter, even though it is fast, leaves 
quite a burr a d has a tendency to spiral away from the 
original poin of the cut if you're not careful. A power 
hack saw loo s like it would be just the thing if you 
have many re etitive cuts to make. Don't forget to buy 
a deburring t ol which you can find in the plumbing 
section of yo r favorite home store. Any time you cut 
a piece of tr nsmission line, especially with a pipe 
cutter, you ill leave an interior burr which will 
prevent the s lid, flat mating of the inside conductor 
with the bull leaving a potential "hot spot." 

Start at th point in your system that cannot move 
or be adjuste and build out from there. Follow the old 
carpenter's cr ed of measuring twice and cutting once 
— in fact, con idering the price of copper these days, 
measure thre times before cutting once! 

Cut the o ter conductor to span the needed dis-
tance and the cut the inner conductor short by the 
amount specified by the brand of bullet you are using. 
Usually it's 3/4 of an inch on each end but check 
before you cu . Use a piece of sandpaper to shine up 
the portions o line and connectors that will be clamped 
together. Use radiator clamps to clamp on the cou-
pling. I use ree clamps per connector per joint 
rather than tw only because I buy radiator clamps by 
the box lot. 

Keep an e on how you are going to support your 
work of art. ere are several types of supports avail-
able from the s urce that you got your couplings from, 
or sometimes lumbing supports from the home store 
can be a cost-e ective alternative. As you work your-
self around th room, you might have to make some 
slight adjustm nts in route. This is where the extra 
parts could prive to be helpful. Have a carpenter's 
level handy to cep everything as straight and level as 
possible. Whe cutting the interior conductor to length, 
make sure the interior pipe has some of the needed 
Teflon insulat si s. You don't want the interior conduc-
tor "drooping" on a long run. 

A good biking hard line installation is a truly 
beautiful thing Years ago, I knew a proud engineer 
who would reg larly polish the copper hard line in his 
transmitter roo so he could impress visitors ... and 
other engineer ! 

tor by copper nubs or spirals. As an old 
o started off his career as a plumber once 
gn your system with the least amount of 
ave fewer places for failure. Lay out your 

Steve Calla 
engineering s 
wvbf1530@ya 

an, CBRE, AMD, is a member of the 
If at Entercom Boston. Email at: 
00.COM 
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IT Guidr   
The Linux Connection, Etc! 

Engineers and IT 

by Tommy Gray CPBE CBNE 

For those of us who started in broadcast engineering many 
years ago, this thing of computers and networking was only 
something people talked about or showed in pictures with 
rooms full of tubes and equipment in a large building some-
where. The very first programmable digital computer was the 
ENIAC (which stands for "Electronic Numerical Integrator 
and Computer"). Below you will see a couple of pictures from 
the WiKi archives: 

ENIAC Programmable Digital Computer 
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Back Side of the ENIAC Showing the Tubes it Used 

The UNIVAC (UNIVersal Automatic Computer) revolu-
tionized the computer world. It was smaller and did not 
require a team of engineers to run it. People could be trained 
to operate it and it was becoming a useful tool for business and 

industry. UNIVAC Computer Operator Console 
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These machines, though they may look impressive, had 
computer power that was not even close to what you have in 
the personal computer you carry in your pocket - your 
cellular phone. 

"Nostalgia Side Trip" 
When I first got into broadcasting there were, of course, 

no computers or cell phones. There were no dial-up remote 
controls, or anything even close to that. Transmitter sites 
were manned around the clock with live engineers. Most 
transmitter sites had full apartments onsite for the staff to 
live during their shift. Later on of course, things progressed 
to the point where an amazing little device was created 
called a "Pager." If you have been around the industry for 
any length of time you had one, and can remember being 
awakened in the middle of the night with a pager going off, 
requiring you to get out of bed to call in or travel to a station 
to do repairs, etc. I had microwave sites in mountainous 
areas many miles away from the station I had to go to, and 
I would get a page to call in and have to drive miles to the 
nearest pay phone and call in. 

Later on, we got our hands on 2-way radios. This was 
helpful as long as you were in a vehicle and in an area where 
you could get signal. After that, cellular phones came along 
- these were built-in affairs attached to your car or truck. 
You could call a telephone from your vehicle! Totally 
amazing! Then came the venerable MotorolaTM "Bag Phone" 
... and so on. Finally we got cell phones we could even carry 
around (most were so heavy you could get a hernia if you 
had to carry them for long!). Fi-
nally, as years passed by and 
phones got to be smaller, 
"Smartphones" came on the scene. 
Today we carry powerful com-
puters in our pocket that have the 
ability to control transmitters and 
remote servers right from the palm 
of our hand! Now, we cannot 
even imagine doing without a 
computer of some kind to run our 
stations and transmitter sites. For 
years, the most user friendly op-
erating system for our computers 
has been Windows. 

Linux to the Rescue 
Today there are MACs and 

there is of course my favorite, 
"Linux." If you tried it years ago. 
you probably gave up after realiz-
ing that you had to be almost a "Techie" to use it. Not so today. 
We use Linux Mint cinnamon here in my office and all our 
laptops and desktops run it exclusively, or at the very least run 
it on a "dual boot" machine (Dual Boot means it has more than 
one operating system that can be run on it). Most "dual boots" 
are Linux and Windows with Linux being the primary,but 
allowing you to boot into Windows when you desire. 

As more and more good computers have been almost 
obsoleted by newer versions of Windows and MAC OS, 
these computers have found new life with Linux. I have 
always felt it was a travesty to have to retire a perfectly good 
and great functioning machine just because it was not 
compatible with a newer version of Windows! Well, Linux 
Mint Cinnamon has eliminated that issue, at least for us. Did 
I mention that Plug & Play actually works with it? Today, 
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we find that there is very little we cannot do with Linux. The 
tons of free software and the always free operating system 
updates, make it a totally viable option and a desirable one. 
Radio and TV automation systems for Linux are out there 
and very affordable. Not to mention that Linux is much 
more stable than most other operating systems (No Blue 
Screen of Death!). No rebooting for updates, with the one 
exception of a kernel update. I should mention that there is, 
for the most part, no need for antivirus software either! We 
don't use it and have never had a problem. 

Moving On 
If you have been around Windows computers for any • 

length of time, as a Broadcast Engineer that has to do 
network "stuff," you are probably familiar with using the 
Windows command line. In our last issue I discussed 
briefly, the Linux "Terminal." It is a very powerful tool that 
to some is scary but to the person with even moderate 
technical abil ty it is an indispensable utility. Microsoft has 
made a Termilal available in Windows. They have seen the 
value of it as maintenance and operational tool for techni-
cal people. H ving said that, let me give you a comparison 
of a familiar tility you may already be familiar with. 

If you ha eVer wanted to find out information about a 
network or a achine connected to a network of any kind, 
when using indows, you have probably used the utility 
"ipconfig" 1p onfig stands for "Internet Protocol configu-
ration." It wil show you all current TCP/IP network con-
figuration va es of your machine, and it also refreshes 
DHCP and D S settings. I cannot tell you how many times 
I have used it when I needed to know a machine's current 
configuration Well, in Linux we have a similar tool that is 
very powerful It is called "ifconfig" Linux makes it easier 
by calling it so ething you can readily understand. It stands 
for "Interface configuration." 

The machine I am writing this article on is a Dell laptop 
that is conne ted to my local network. I opened up a 
terminal and iit n "ifconfig." Here is what I got: 

, File Edit View Search Terminal Help 

ommy@HP-.c5800-Mint:-5 i con ig 
.np0s25: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 1500 

met 192.168.1.188 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 192.168.1.255 
inet6 2001:5b0:270b:3cdc:bfdd:274f:2a10:676f prefixlen 64 scopeid Ox0< 

Itobal> 
inet6 fe80::67ac:b3fb:b464:71f4 prefixlen 64 scopeid Ox20<link> 
ether 00:24:81:8d:85:31 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet) 
RX packets 1951181 bytes 1393865828 ( 1.3 G8) 
RX errors 0 dropped 266 overruns 0 frame 0 
TX packets 791293 bytes 123986526 ( 123.9 MB) 
TX errors 0 dropped 0 overruns 0 carrier 0 collisions 0 
device interrupt 19 memory Oxf0180000-fOla0000 

o: flags=73<UP,LOOPBACK,RUNNING> mtu 65536 
met 127.0.0.1 netmask 255.0.0.0 
inet6 :: 1 prefixlen 128 scopeid Ox10<host> 
loop txqueuelen 1000 (Local Loopback) 
RX packets 41082 bytes 3929482 ( 3.9 MB) 
RX errors 0 dropped 0 overruns 0 frame 0 
TX packets 41082 bytes 3929482 ( 3.9 MB) 
TX errors 0 dropped 0 overruns 0 carrier 0 collisions 0 

ommy@HP-dc5800-Mint:-5 

The information in this screen gleaned from a simple 
terminal command of ifconfig will give the Engineer or IT 
person most, if lot all of what he or she needs to know, about 
where this com uter is in the network. There is full IPv4 and 
IPv6 info here plus a lot more. 

Time and s'ace has caught up with me once again so I 
have to stop here for now. All this is leading up to finally 
getting back to sur little Arduino project we started months 
back so stay tu ed! 

Until Next I ime! 

Tommy Gray is a veteran broadcast engineer currently staying 
busy doing Engin ring and IT across the Continental US, through 
"Broadcast Engi eering & Technology LLC", a Louisiana based 
Consulting and dontract Engineering Firm. www.BEandTcom 
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Transmitter Topics 
Servicing the Broadcast 

Electronics AM-1A Transmitter - Part 1 

by Bob Reite, CBT 

Overview and Gaining Access 
The Broadcast Electronics AM-1A transmitter is a 

nominal one kilowatt AM transmitter with five power 
settings that can be adjusted fro 5 Watts to 1100 Watts 
output. This allows operation not only at day and night 
powers but at pre-sunrise and two different post-sunset 
levels which I have encountered at several class D AM 
stations. It was one of the first to be light enough to be 
UPS shippable in two cartons. However, the main power 
supply and RF stage cabinet weighs slightly over 70 
pounds, so you will still need a helper for removal and 
reinstallation if you need to work on one. First intro-
duced around 1997, this model is still "current catalog" 
and fully supported by Broadcast Electronics. 

While the manual is fairly complete, I worked out a 
few procedures that make servicing this transmitter 
easier. Most servicing of the smaller control unit can be 
done without removing the transmitter from the rack. 
Hopefully, the last person that worked on it left the 
extender board inside the top control unit so that both 
sides of the two (three if the C-QUAM stereo generator 
is installed) can be accessed for testing. This is the only 
place that the manufacturer states that it is safe to hook 
up test equipment and work on it "live." All exposed 
points here have no more than plus or minus 15 Volts 
from the small enclosed switch-mode power supply that 
lives in the lower right corner as viewed from the front. 

The single "Class E" RF power module can be pulled 
from the front — but not hot! To do otherwise will 
damage the connectors and card edges of the module, 
never mind what may happen to the solid state devices 
in the transmitter. The manual clearly explains the 
troubleshooting steps to take for the two RF amp and one 
modulator boards contained in the module. Note that if 
the module had been serviced in the past, you may find 
two different version letters on the two amplifier boards. 
BE assures me that they have the same characteristics 

and will combine properly to produce full output. How-
ever, I have found that the revision "C" board and earlier 

will blow fuse F3 seemingly at random, especially if 
power quality is poor at the site. 

To service the other components ofthe main unit, the 
transmitter must be turned off, preferably by turning off 

the front panel breaker and unplugging the NEMA 6-15 
connector at the top of the main cabinet. The top cover 
of the main cabinet cannot be removed without first 
unplugging the power connector and disconnecting the 
transmission line. 

To get full access to the inside of the main cabinet 
it will need to be removed from the rack. After having 

disconnected power and the transmission line, unplug 
the AC cord from the back of the control unit, the 6 pin 
brown plug from the back of the meter panel, and plugs 
P4 and P5 from the side of the control unit. Make sure 
that these plugs still have readable labels on them! P4 

and P5 are both DB-25 connectors and can easily get 
reversed. 

Once the unit is out of the rack, unscrew the top cover 
and slide it back. You will find it quite cramped inside 
the power supply section. While I've never found the big 
electrolytic capacitors to have any charge on them by the 
time I got it out of the rack and the cover off, play it safe 
and discharge any caps that can be touched. If there is a 
charge, these are big enough to make bad burn mark on 
a screwdriver and the capacitor terminal, so I discharge 
though a 60 Watt light bulb, at least to start. Place the 
unit where there will be 12-18 inches of clearance on the 
left as viewed from the front. Using a #2 phillips screw-
driver, unscrew the four screws along the bottom edge 
and three screws on the back holding the left side panel 
in place. Now use a 4-inch adjustable wrench to loosen 
the two nuts holding the side to the front panel. Do not 
remove the nuts completely it's enough to just loosen 
them to the point where the side panel can be folded 
down as shown in Figure 1 below. 

With the side folded down as shown, the circuit 
breaker and the three metal oxide varistors are now more 
accessible as well as the directional coupler board and 
the components mounted near the antenna connector. 

The reason that there are dire warnings about trying to 
connect test equipment to this part of the transmitter 
while powered up is that the main DC Supply for the 
output modules is direct line operated with no power 

transformer. Troubleshooting the main power supply 
board is done by resistance and diode conduction mea-
surements as described in the manual. 

Servicing the fan and the combiner board can be 
made easier by dismounting the coils for the low pass 
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filter. It is not necessary to disconnect them, just move 
them out of the way, as shown in Figure 2 above. 

The rust on the bottom of this example is due to the salt 
air environment, this transmitter site is only a block from 
the ocean, although a missing air intake filter did not help. 

Replacing the Module Sockets 
Even if the transmitter has not been abused by trying 

to "hot swap the class E PA module, units over 20 years 
old will suffer pitting of the three card edge sockets. If 
I notice dam ged edge connectors on the boards, I check 
the sockets a d replace them if they do not look "factory 
fresh" to av id damage to a replacement module. I 
usually seco d source these sockets. They are AMP part 
number 531 53-6. 

This is a t ree to four hour job that requires patience. 
First open u • the transmitter as described above, then 
remove the combiner board. Take photos so that you 

get all the wi s back where they came from. There is no 
unsoldering ere, the tools needed are a #2 "stubby" 
phillips scre driver and a nut driver set. 

Tip the t ansmitter to one side and loosen three 
screws on the bottom holding the center front partition. 

Remove t i e screw holding the small divider between 
the filter cap oards and the main switch mode power 
supply board Back on top, remove the small divider 
entirely. Re ove the other screws holding the front 
center divide in place and loosen the two nuts holding 
the divider to e front panel. The divider does not need 
to be remove entirely, just loosened enough to be able 

to shift it to th left and get enough clearance to remove 
the top ofthe c d cage. Once this is done this is what you 
will see (Figu e 3). 

We are out of room for this edition. In part two we 
will continue to describe the module socket replacement 
procedure, directional coupler adjustment and how to 
move the AM- IA to a new frequency. 

Bob Reite Qperates his contract engineering firm, 
Telecentral Electronics, Inc. servicing radio stations in 
Pennsylvania and New York state and may be contacted at 
br@telcen.com 
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PTEK Transmitters feature: 
>Direct Digital Synthesis Exciter for extraordinary sonic performance 
>True Proportional VSWR foldback 
>Frequency Agile from 87.7 to 108mHz 
>Low pass filtering for exciter or transmitter use 
>Wide Range Input from 85 to 264VAC 
>The FM300ES transmitter is FCC type certified for LPFM use 
>Built in, programmable, FSK encoder 
>Optional Webserver available for all models 
>Built In Stereo Generator with Composite and SCA inputs a 
>Digital Front Panel metering and controls 
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Internal Web Server Free Sicontroller Software 

The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal 
Web server, via telephone, auto-answering cell pnone or with our 

free software. Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software 
that also includes scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, 
virtual metering & much more! 

WFb-Based Remote Controls w/5frEaming Audio Option 
introducino the 5fte5Frrtry4 (4 channel remote control). Site5entry2 (2 channel remote control) & WAM-2 audio monitor 

D Web ertablecirernote controls with 6 relay outouts & 2 stati.s inputs on all units. 

î;) All Jnits detect Etereo or Dual Mono Silence ( independently adjustable channels). 

D User-programmed relays (OPDT) close autonatically or via Web control 

D AI products include onboard temperature sensor 

D Internal logging with onboard e-mailing. 

I) Supports DDNS services and Netbios names 

D U agradable firmware Keep your product current with downloadable updates! 

D Streaming audic option encodes Ogg-Vorbis & decodes mp3 or Ogg-Vorbis. 
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MicTel Mic/Line to Telephone Interface 

D Outputs & I. outs for telephone handset, cellular phone or 

balanced line level at up to + 10dBm. 

D Operates up to 36+ hotrs on two 9V alkaline batteries. 

D High quality, user-svvitchable, internal limiter prevents clipping. 

D External power input w th silent, auto-switching battery backup. 

D Individual gain controls for send, receive & headphones levels. 

D The DR-10 is a Dial-Up remote control with balanced, telephone 
audio input & output that can control many automation systems 

or your audio console for unattended remote broadcasts. 

D Our SilencerTM option removes control tones from the audio path. 

D Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly into the 
program path when necessary, especially for ennergencies. 

TelTap Pocket-Sized Manual Telephone Coupler 

D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual telephone coupler. 

Send or receive telephoie audio. 

D Compact size & tow cost nakes the TelTap a great addition to 
your remote kit for main or backup capabilities. 

Lots MarE Circuit-WerkEÈ ProbfErn Solvers 
D Transcon-16 - Move up to 16 contact closires from roan- to room ove, an audio cable 

DT-M2 Turrs DTMF sequences into user-programmec serial outputs & action steps. 

D F SK Encoders, decoders, tranceivers and contact-to-FSK encoders/decoders. 

D SUB-03 Subauctible tome -decoder and SEN-6 Subaudible encoder. 

D HC-3 telephone autocoupler and AC-12 rack of autocouplers 

D DTMc-16 and C6-8 DTIAF tone decoders. 

Find Full product info Er downloadablE manuals onlinE at wwvvecircultwErkes.com. 352-335-6 



Small Market Guide 
Small Market and NTR 

Finding a fit for NTR in small market stations 

can be very rewarding to the bottom line. 

by Roger Paskvan 

NTR or Non-Traditional Revenue, as it is more com-
monly known, has been one of the main buzzwords in the 
broadcast world for the past fifteen years. Although a lot 
of focus has been put on NTR, the concept and several of 
the practices of NTR for radio stations have been around 
nearly as long as commercialized radio. By definition, 
NTR is any means by which a radio station brings in 
revenue through means other than on-air spot sales. Until 
about fifteen years ago, this meant that NTR revolved 
around events and promotions. With the advent of wide-
spread Internet usage and other technological advances 
several new avenues for NTR have opened. 

The advent of "new media," as it has been coined, has 
been both a blessing and a curse for the traditional forms 
of media in print, television, and radio. The Internet alone, 
bringing with it the ability to perform the basic tasks of 
delivering print information, streaming audio, and stream-
ing video, brought forth a means for non-broadcast enter-
prises to produce and distribute audio and video content in 
a far more efficient and cost effective way. These changes 
challenged traditional media provider's on-air radio sta-

tions, newspapers, or television stations. Instant every-
thing makes the old media seem like a dinosaur just 
waiting for final extinction. If a station wanted to expand 
its listener base before the Internet, there were limited 

options. The Internet's potential in bringing NTR opportu-
nities to media outlets is a double-edged sword in that the 
Internet's ease of access and relatively low costs make it 
easy for a business to do a large portion of its marketing 
without involving traditional media outlets to purchase 
advertising. This has made media selling more difficult 
nationally as businesses explore other avenues to more 
directly reach consumers. 

Businesses are moving toward the Internet and other 
New Media for their marketing needs. Instant response, 
unlimited access and a global perspective make it hard for 
the small market station to compete. What used to be a 
viable marketing strategy is now almost obsolete. Flyers, 
coupon books, direct mail and even the plain newspaper 
have been replaced with new media ideas via the Internet. 

With new media offering venues to market busi-
nesses, traditional media has been met with the challenge 
of how to capitalize on these new opportunities in order 
to stay viable as a business. This challenge has been met 
nationally by large radio companies taking advantage of 
resources in bigger cities, but the adoption of these new 
media NTR opportunities has been slower in small mar-
ket radio. 

The key element expanding NTR for any radio station 
is its website. A radio station's website can create a number 

of NTR opportunities alone. Development of a website for 
a small market radio station may seem like an inefficient 
use of time and money due to the cost of developing and 
maintaining a website. These services are becoming inex-
pensive and can even be traded out for airtime. The value 
of a station's website, if used correctly, can far offset the 
costs with in easing listener interaction and loyalty. 

The most . asic means of developing NTR opportuni-
ties using a s tion's website is through selling banner 
ads or sponso *ng sections of the website. Some stations 
also include a • usiness guide on their site that is regularly 
promoted on he air to drive traffic to the site. This guide 
is generally • sic information for all on-air and on-line 
clients inclu ing the business's name, address, phone 
number, a lin to the business's website, and a feature 
allowing site visitors to map the business's location 
obtaining dir• ctions from their current location or a 
specified add ess. 

Some co . anies are also offering additional features 
to this busine s guide — offering printable coupons in the 
business guid and/or a feature similar to the familiar "on-
line radio stat n auction" where business goods and gift 
certificates ar sold. Including options like this in a sales 
proposal prov des more of an impression for the client. 
Many small arket stations capitalize on the auction 
capabilities o the station website. 

Along wit the basic concepts, a station's website 
allows a venu for more content and, as a result, more 
things to spo sor. In a smaller market, it isn't quite as 
easy to gener e on-line content as it is in a larger city. 
Big market st tions usually have a person or team of 
people in cha e specifically managing and developing 
on-line conte t. Being budgets are smaller in small 
market station, working with existing content is always 

(Continued on Page 28) 
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All Access Pass 

Need to connect something quickly to your studio console? Seems like it 
should be easy, but t's usually just troublesome. First you have to dig around 
the furniture to find the actual connectors. Then, start your search for the 
right adapter cables and inte-face equipment. What a pain. 

Meet the new StudioHub Universal (World) Panel. Mount this bad boy in 
your rack and you'll always have the right inputs and outputs handy. Analog 
and digital, in consumer and pro formats. Connect just about anything: 
computers, consumer audio devices, live mixers, video cameras, recorders — 
whatever. There are even convenient USB and 12j45 pass-through connectors. 
Back-paneil features standard StudioHub+ connect ons compatible ‘.vfth all the 
major boards. 

Call your favorite StudioHub reselller and get your very own All Access Pass! 

....... 

Adapters 

Audio over CAT- 5. StudioHub s 
the original oroadcast adapter. 

Hubs & Patch Panels 

Breakout boxes, patch panels 
and punch blocks. 

Power over CAT- 5 

Exclusive power injecion 
system enables CAT- 5. cables to 
deliver audio plus power. 
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Cables 

PremiLm shielded CAT-5 
patch cables. 

MatchJacks 

Audio balancers, co iverters 
and accessories. 

Panels 

Headphone amps, mic 
preamps, buttons and jacks. 
There s a panel for everything 
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Dongles, Splitters, 
& Couplers 

DSUB to Rj45 converters, level 
pads, splitters and more. 

Distributior Amps 

Analog and digital distribution 
amplifiers. 

Mounts 

Put your panels in their place 
with our bezels ard mounting 
systems. 

MI 0 2022 Angry Audio LLC 
e www.studiohub.com 
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a good starting point. Podcasts of popular segments 
during morning or afternoon drive shows can be devel-
oped simply by recording the segment and posting it to 
the website. Some stations are having jocks create a 
longer-form version of the segment for the podcast, 
driving people who enjoy the on-air version to check out 
the full-length version on-line. These podcasts are gen-
erally built with a sponsorship message at the beginning 
and end of the podcast. Longer podcasts allow messages 
to be inserted into the middle. 

The concept of a podcast has also been used for 
businesses that use institutional advertising as a means to 
market their business and also show expertise and offer 
advice on the subject of their product or service. The 
podcast would consist of a few minutes delivering a tip 
or "did you know" type of information in the industry of 
the sponsor business. Examples of businesses that would 
benefit most from this type of product would be plumb-
ers, auto dealers, home builders, banks, and mechanics. 
The concept of networking over the Internet, banner ads, 
streaming audio, emails, mobile marketing and alterna-
tive forms of delivery are taking over traditional radio. 

Radio stations that stream their on-air programming 
have the opportunity to sell around the programming on-
line. Most broadcast software enables stations to air a 
separate set of ads during commercial breaks on-line if 
they choose to do so. These spots can be sold on-line as 
a separate ad stream. Stations can also use video and still 

visual (print-like) sponsor messages around their Inter-
net stream. Stations also develop streams devoted spe-
cifically to broadcasting local high school athletics or 
local news and community events as a means to cover the 
event without eating up the airtime on the air. Stations 
will generally have a launch page for these streams with 
sponsors getting space on the launch page and also 
getting messages in the web stream during broadcasts. 

RBDS anyone? That stands for Radio Broadcast Data 
service. Yes, with a small inexpensive encoder, your • 
small market station can control the display on every 
modern car radio. Some stations just display their call 
letters, others the song titles, and there are many stations 
that run ads that crawl across the radio display. Just 
another NTR way of billing your client. 

Another viable NTR tool is text marketing. Data-
bases can be created by using popular programs or 
contests to get listeners to sign up for the service. The 
service can also be used as a tool for promotions to get 
registrations for giveaways. After stations have a size-
able database, the tool can be used to deliver station and 
sponsor related messages about special offers. Some 
companies like McDonalds and Coca-Cola have used 
text message marketing to generate text message cou-
pons sent to listeners where a code is sent in a message 
with the coupon details and it may be used at a participat-
ing store. Opportunities like these could be designed for 
several types of businesses using the on-air portion of a 
radio station to support the coupons being sent to one. 

What about RDS? Defined as that second audio/data 
channel that any station can use to generate cash. Some-
thing that has been played with by some FM stations is 
using their RDS signal to deliver information about 
sponsors during their on-air spots as a support for the on-
air message. RDS has also been used as a tool to drive 
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Engineering rerspective 

Never Too Early . Try Not to Be Too Late 

by Jim Turvaville 

I've been accused of being "born after my time with 
my love and appreciation for all things more nostalgic 
than the typical person of my age. That extends to my 
taste in music, phones I carry, vehicles that I drive and 
personal tastes in general. I'm not nearly as behind the 
times as my wife accuses me so often, but I will readily 
admit to not being an early adopter when it comes to 
technology. But to my defense, I do have some valid 
experience and reasoning to back up that stance, so 
permit me to share where I draw that line. 

I was pretty much drug kicking and screaming into 
the smart phone world; after all, I despised texting for 
more reasons than the old keypad alphabet method being 
so clunky and inefficient. As someone said to me just this 
week, "why would I want to waste time texting someone 
when I could just click a button and talk to them?" And 
I pretty much held that position even after the phones 
with the pop out keyboard came along to get past the slow 
task of typing even simple texts. Even then, that keyboard 
was really tiny for us more visually challenged individu-
als; and when that little mechanical keyboard became an 
on-screen keyboard, it was still really tiny and difficult to 
operate comfortably. Thankfully, someone realized that 
the old PDA (who remembers those?) and its stylus were 
really handy for overcoming those inequities (not to 

mention the FFS — Fat Finger Syndrome) and then those 
swag pen manufacturers have even gone to putting the 
soft tip on the top of their giveaways that let me never be 
too far from a tiny screen typing assisting tool. 
I admit to still having a general disdain for so many 

apps that clog up one's mobile phone screen, so many of 
which I find ofno use except to hog up the limited system 
resources on the device. With the travel schedule I have 
and the constant connection to my clients via phone (the 
real communications part of that mobile device I carry) 
then battery life has always been a high priority consid-
eration. When I was last forced to upgrade my mobile 
device (I have never once chosen to upgrade, but have 
always done so when mechanical or electronic failure of 
the previous unit has occurred), the latest whiz-bang 
version of my smartphone had literally dozens of totally 
useless (to me) apps pre-installed and fully activated 
which constantly consumed my brand new battery. 
Through some extensive research, and trial-and-error, I 
finally found those sports, news, entertainment, gaming 
and a myriad of similar things, and either uninstalled 
them (some flatly refuse that ability) or at least disabled 
them completely. In some cases, when neither option was 
viable, I found that I could remove permissions from the 
apps so they were effectively neutered and stopped kill-

ing my resources. Amazingly, I've had no issue at all with 
battery life since then; if you upgrade to some new 
version of your current device, watch out for all the "free" 
stuff that cones pre-installed. That could be your source 
of an unexpl ined short battery life in a new device. The 
same is true f"Bloatware" installed on new computers 
these days, iti will suck resources and limit performance 
if not careful 'y checked. 

Let's not live too deeply into PC operating systems, 
since I'm sure you all can guess where I land on that 
subject! I still have the Floppy Disc set to install 
Microsoft Windows 1.0 and one day I'm tempted to 
find a good . 1 Gliz computer with 4 Gb of RAM and 
see if I can et my 3.5 inch floppy interface (I have a 
USB adaptor for it) to read and install a fresh copy; just 
for the thrill 
its original li 
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But to be fair, Microsoft did a pretty good job of 
making a stab1e OS with Windows XP, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed using it for productivity and operations comput-
ers for many years — even after the End-Of-Life was 
announced and came and went. I had an IT professional 
(one of those guys with all those letters after his name 
from the various certifications he holds) remind me 
recently, wheti the subject of Windows 11 came up in 
conversation, 
tory with thei 

hat Microsoft has this up-and-down his-
Operating Systems that he's not sure is 
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Engineorirm Perneetive 

— Continued from Page 30 — 

going to continue to repeat itself. Starting with Windows 
XP (Good) and then Vista (Not so Good) and then 
Windows 7 (Good) and then Windows 8 (Not so Good) 
and Windows 10 (Good). Well, he's not sure that Win-
dows 11 is not going to fall into that cycle and be 
classified as "Not so Good." 

I have just begun the trek into converting my Win-
dows 7 machines to Windows 10, a project almost always 
done by attrition. I'm a huge "if it's not broke, don't try 
to fix it" kind of guy, apart from some other driving need 
to replace a perfectly good working computer. The two 
computers I used to built my first station in the group that 
I now own was configured and installed in the spring of 
2016, and they are still working within acceptable param-
eters (to quote a well known and distinguished android). 

I am wise enough to know that one day they will fail. 
That's always the axiom — not "if" a computer will fail, but 
"when" a computer will fail — and I have written plans to 
have their replacement ready in a few weeks for a possible 
migration before failure. These are mission critical com-
puters, so developing a planned obsolescence program is 
wise in those cases, versus an office PC that still works 
perfectly fine and could be replaced at the time of failure 
with minimal loss of productivity. Of course, I always keep 
a couple of newly configured PC's on the shelfto push into 
service as needed at a point of failure; I keep a daily backup 
of the data from all my office computers on a NAS device 
so installing a couple of software programs and copying 
data from the NAS gets about any PC back into service in 
a matter of a hour or two, typically. 

As for making the leap into new OS when they are 
released, I have some valid reasons for being a slow 
adopter in those areas. Besides the general feeling that 
Microsoft has a long track record of releasing their new 
OS before they are really ready for prime-time; and that 
tendency for "every other OS to turn out to be junk" issue, 
upgrading at any time to a new OS has unintended 
consequences if not handled carefully. 

Specifically, I have to take deep consideration on my 
software compatibility. While my MS Office Suite is likely 
not going to have any issues with Microsoft's newest flavor 
of the day, my 3rd party applications will certainly need 
careful examination. My mission critical on-air automa-
tion system, music scheduling and traffic software needs to 
be tested extensively by their respective manufacturers to 
let me have any thought of upgrading the OS on which they 
are now running satisfactorily. My experience says that 
even when a manufacturer says it's okay to install their 
software on a new OS, some time should be allowed for MS 
to make the inevitable patches and updates to new OS 
releases, some of which may have detrimental effects on 
those 3rd party applications which worked fine before the 
new patch and updates happened. I generally give new OS 
releases 12-18 months for the string of updates and patches 
to be made and my software manufacturers have had 
enough time to do proper testing to make adjustments to 
their applications to assure full compatibility. 

Besides software compatibility, there are hardware 
compatibility issues that often are a consideration, espe-
cially in early OS release versions. Case in point, my wife 
was just upgraded by her employer to a new Win 11 
laptop. A couple of immediate hardware issues reared 
their head, which I'm certain will be addressed in the 
myriad of constant updates MS is pushing to those new 

OS machines. Specifically, the dock/port replicator which 
was provided (and another one which I use on my new 
laptop) would not let either the Ethernet port or the dock 
audio input (microphone) function. The speaker portion 
works, but rbot the microphone — which is a necessity for 
her Teams platform used for all of the company's com-
munications. Plugging my Winl0Pro into the USB-C 
port, both of those hardware functions worked fine; but 
not true on the Win 1 1 unit. An "update driver" process 
yielded no results from either MS or the dock manufac-
turer. So the convenience of a single USB-C connection 
is thwarted by having to plug the LAN cable and Audio 
plug to the laptop instead. She also had used a Blue Yeti 
USB microphone for some occasional spot recordings 
for my radio station, but the Win 11 system flatly failed to 
recognize the microphone when plugged in; Blue says 
that specific model is not Win! 1 compatible. Again, I 
have high hopes that MS will incorporate updated drivers 
in Win 1 1 to fix these hardware issues, which would be 
consistent with previous OS releases from them; but in 
the mean time that "new" OS has some bugs which 
require a work around. 

So you can certainly call me slow to adopt at times, 
and I will agree with you — and then just smile when 
others have software and hardware problems caused by 
being too fast to upgrade. Life is a balance, and technol-
ogy is one area where careful thought on that subject is 
still required. 

Jim "Turbo" Turvaville is semi- retired from 43 years in 
full-time Radio! Engineering and lives in Rural Wheeler County 
Texas in a "tiny house" where he maintains a small clientele of 
stations under his Turbo Technical Services (www.jimturbo.net) 
operation providing FCC application preparation and field 
work. 
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shop Talk by Steve Tuzeneu, CBT 
Misc. Tech-Tips and Thoughts 

With the busy schedule I have, it 's always a challenge 
to find the time and material to put into this column. One 
of the sources I have is you, the reader. I always welcome 
thoughts from readers who can spare afew minutes to send 
an email. Emails from my readers make writing this 
column worthwhile. 

Gmail Invasion 
If you think your Gmail account is a place where your 

thoughts remain private, guess again. Gmail is a free 
service, and it has to be paid for somehow. Google has 
bots that constantly scan your messages and then send 
you advertisements about nearly everything you write 
about. I recently watched a video about how to make your 
Gmail more private. This is a YouTube video worth 
watching: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjLd900i3vc 

Another way to keep your email private is by switch-
ing to another service. Some are free, some cost; it all 
depends on whether or not you think your privacy is 
worth the extra effort or money. I receive emails now and 
then from a guy who uses Protonmail.com. It is supposed 
to be a secure email service. There is a free service, and 
there is also a paid service. This isn't the only place you 
can go — just one of them. 

Firewall 
Having a firewall at your station is no longer "a nice 

thing to have" — it's a necessity. If you think you can get 
along without one, you haven't read any of the national 
magazines. The first thing that came to my mind was: "This 
is going to be expensive." Compared to the damage a 
hacker can do to your radio station, a firewall is cheap 
insurance. If you get attacked by ransomware, you may 
find yourself paying one hundred times what you might 
have spent on a firewall — or more. Then there is the cost 
of recovery, and you quickly realize a firewall pays for 
itself in preventing the cost of recovery and the hours 
involved in returning things to normal. 

Almost every month, I continue to read about some 
company or broadcast entity that has been hacked. An 
engineer friend told me about a TV station that became 
crippled by a hacker. It took them months to recover from 
the attack. 

Ask other engineers where you can find affordable 
solutions to your need for a firewall. Sonic Wall makes 
equipment that you can purchase new, starting at about 
$400. Some commercial businesses upgrade their firewall 
and make the older unit available for a great price. Use your 
favorite search engine and look for Sonic Wall Firewall or 
other brands. 
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My older son, who is a security expert for a bank, told 
me about PF Sense. It's open-source software that you 
load onto a server dedicated to being a firewall. This 
software is free, but it's not for the newbie. You need to be 
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Shop Talk 
- Continued from Page 34 — 

you, and you don't have it, you're in for a lot of fun. Yes, 
I'm being sarcastic. Search for that information now, while 
you don't need it. Have all of your static IP addresses 
documented, and make sure you can tell the tech person on 
the phone where your transmitter site is located. 

Another problem with this company is their history 
database. It doesn't exist. And most of their support people 
are all over the world. Calling the tech support person will 
require rehashing your problem every time you talk to 
someone. I don't expect this company will be around for 
very long. 

We had a technician come out twice, and he said 
everything was working, but we still can't log in to our 
router. If you are dealing with a company like this, be 
patient, because they will try your patience when you are 
trying to get something accomplished. 

Time Calculator 
A neat little piece of software that I discovered a 

number of years ago is a program called "TimeCalc." 
Written by Marcio Luis Teixeira. It's 36k in size, and uses 
nearly no system resources and is great for adding up any 
number of songs to learn how much time they will take. 
There is no need to remember to carry 60 seconds over to 
the minute column because this software does it for you. 
You can also use it to add up segments of a radio program 
you are producing to make sure the total length of your 
segments equals the time you need. I have this program 
pinned to the toolbar of our on-air computer that plays 
music. All an announcer has to do is click on the program 

and add up the lengths of the songs needed to be played in 
an hour to determine if they will fit comfortably. You can 
find this program here: https://www.tagg.org/zmisc/ 
TimeCalc.htm Near the bottom of this web page, you will 
also find instructions on how to add time. It's a very 
intuitive little program, and I doubt you will need the 
instructions, but for the less tech-savvy person at your 
radio station, you may wish to capture the instructions. 

Radio Audio Play-Out Systems 
I read several Facebook groups posts about technol-

ogy. One of these groups discusses on-air computers. 
Someone asked about updating the operating system on 
the computer that plays audio on the air. The short answer 
is: Don't! Microsoft Windows updates are often danger-
ous to the software you use to play sound files on the air. 
If the company that makes your software that plays your 
audio on the air hasn't approved updating, then don't do it. 
Keep your on-air computers isolated from the Internet and 
don't update your operating system software. Microsoft 
knows nothing about your software that plays your sound 
files on the air. You may be using software drivers instead 
of a sound card. If that's the case, your audio drivers may 
be rendered useless. If you use a physical sound card to 
play your audio, the software drivers that make your audio 
card work may cease to operate. 

Always check with the company that wrote your soft-
ware and have a restore point ready in case the update 
crashes your software or causes your audio to stop playing. 
Have a backup audio source ready in case the update makes 
your on-air computer cease functioning normally. Having 
backups of your on-air playout software and audio drivers 
is a smart move. If you ever get attacked by ransomware, 
you can wipe the drive and install clean audio files and 
software that is free of malware. 

Regular Reboots 
While I am talking about on-air computers, scheduling 

a regular system reboot is a good idea. Remember, you are 
dealing with Microsoft products, and they have yet to resolve 
the'operating system resource leak. Allowing your produc-
tion or on-air computers to run continuously without a 
reboot is asking for trouble. I schedule my computers for a 
reboot once a month. It takes less than 20 minutes to reboot 
our server and all of the workstations, and it is worth the 
effort. When you notice your on-air computers behaving 
strangely, that should be your signal to perform a system-
wide reboot. The Windows operating system is more stable 
than it used to be, however, regular reboots are still needed. 

Computer Environment 
Always keep your on-air computers in a clean and cool 

environment. Heat and dust are your computers' worst 
enemies. Occasional cleaning is always a good idea. 

Looking for Input 
Are you an engineer who has learned something new? 

Maybe you discovered a cool app that you love having on 
your smartphone. Or perhaps you found some software 
that is very helpful. Whatever gem you may have discov-
ered, I would ove hearing from you. Feel free to contact 
me at stuzeneu@sbe.org — your useful information will be 
appreciated by our readers and me. 

Thanks for reading my column. I hope you found 
something interesting or useful. The thoughts, ideas, and 
opinions in this column are my own, and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of Radio Guide or its publisher. 

Steve Tuzeneu, CBT, is the general manager and chief engi-
neer for WINS 104.9 FM in Middletown, Connecticut. He is a 
member of the SHE, and engineer licensed by the FCC and an extra 
class radio amateur. 

Coaxial Dynamics 
A CD' INDUSTRIES, INC. COMPANY 

SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading manufacturer of 
precision equipment for the measurement and termination of 
RF Power since 1969. Our equipment is used by engineers 
in a wide variety of applications throughout the world. 

Our products include: 

•Directional Wattmeters for both Analog & Digital applications 
from 1 W to 100 kW and from 2 MHz to 2.3 GHz. 

•Wattchman RF Monitor/Alarm Systems. 

•Line Sections & Plug- In Elements. 

•RF Loads - Dry, Oil, Water, and Air designs uo to 200 kW. 

•Low Pass Filters & Power Sensors. 

6800 Lake Abram Drive, Middleburg His., Ohio 44130, USA 
440-243-1100 ' Toll Free: 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: 440-243-1101 
E- Mail: sales@coaxial.com • Web Site: www.coaxial.com 

•Broadcast Equipment. 
Wattchman - High Power Wattmeters - Elements 

.Line Sectionsilk Meters. 
•Terminatiosi Loads. 

Dry - Oil - Water - Air 
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Small Market Guide-Extra 
Finding An Engineer in a Small Market 

by Roger Paskvan 

Every station owner has crossed this bridge, and at 
sometime in their career. You need an engineer, you need 
them now, and you are located in a small town. 

Contract Engineering in a Pinch 
There are several ways out of this dilemma. Some of 

the solutions are not instant but need to be developed over 
time. If you need an instant engineer, because you're off 
the air, it's going to cost you — and plan on paying travel 
time. Many engineers contract out their services on a per 
hour basis but this will not come cheap. 

Contract engineers know you're in trouble before they 
get there and that's how they make their living. In an 
emergency they are well worth what they charge. 

Think of it from this perspective; a furnace repairman 
or plumber can easily charge over $ 150 an hour for their 
emergency services and they don't help you maintain a 
revenue stream. 

No License Needed 
At one time, the FCC required all broadcast engineers 

to have an FCC First Class license. This was a qualifying 
bench mark that set the level of par in the big game. 
Through time and the revamp of the Communication Act 
of 1996, that requirement went away. So now, anyone that 
can walk into the station could be an "engineer." 

This is fine and good until something serious is wrong, 
and the wanna-be engineer is over his or her head. With the 
relaxing of regulations and automatic control of radio 
stations, many station managers got the idea that you could 
walk away and everything would run itself. 

Computers worked their way into the automation and 
a lot of computer experts became pseudo-engineers. This 
was all fine until the actual transmitter went off the air and 
then the problem became more than a hard drive or Internet 
problem. So where do we find good, qualified people to do 
technical work at a small market broadcast station? 

Grooming an Engineer 
Like I said earlier, the solution may take some time, and 

it is a good idea to begin solving your problem before a 
crisis occurs. If your market is large enough, a local ad 
could bring results and an experienced engineer, either on 
contract or on your payroll. When this avenue doesn't 
work, you must get creative. In a small market, comb your 
resources carefully — there is more to the solution than just 
a body that can fix computers. 

Most transmitters require a trained person to repair, 
and those people are rare. I would suggest that you check 
the local tech schools; not for students, but an electronics 
instructor that wants some part-time income and is willing 
to learn about your specific equipment. 

Worth Tak ng Time 
They m4y start out rusty, but will develop the skills 

over time — be patient. One nice thing is that you will not 
be paying mileage and high hourly wages. Most of the tech 
school teachers have a college degree and some related 
work experience. If your small market has a college or 
university, c leckout the possibilities. 

Some professors look for industry experience and would 
treasure a responsibility like your broadcast property. An-
other avenue at a university is the technical lab people that 
may not teach classes but are responsible for setting up 
physics labs/AV materials and repair of electronic equip-
ment on campus. Electronics, Physics, Mass communica-
tions, Indus al Technology and electronics maintenance 
are a few deprtments to investigate on any campus. 

Check Thee Places Too 
The next tenue to look for engineering types is the local 

pool of Ham Iadio operators. If you're not familiar with the 
hobby, all ofi the Amateur radio operators hold an FCC 
license and hive passed a technical test on radio theory. 

Many Ha4ns are very well versed in high voltage, and 
own kilowatt 'inear amplifiers not much different than the 
transmitter in frour broadcast station. Some would be very 
excited to hav the opportunity to work in the real world of 
broadcasting. if you don't know of any Amateurs in your 
area, just drive around and stop at the first house with a big 
antenna tower in the back yard. 

The rest is a sales job on your part, selling the great 
opportunity you have for this person. Look in the local paper 
for the area Hm club meeting. Show up and meet some of 
the local tec'cal people. Like I said, you need to fit your 
need to solve our problem. — Roger Paskvan is a Professor of 
Mass Communic dons at Bemidji State University, Bemidji, MY. You 

may contact him at: rpaskvan®bemidjistate.echt 

LAB4.50 Dehydrator 
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-3001/hour flow rate 
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• -Dual compressors & drying chambers 
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An ISO 9001 registered company 
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Maintenance ruide 

The Toasted Dummy Load 

by John L. Marcon, CBRE CBTE 8VSB Specialist 

Our network recently purchased a new transmitter to trouble keeping up with the cold that it just stopped 
replace the 12-year-old flagship transmitter that has working when the temperature was in the low thirties. 
gone through much repairs in the 
past. We also decided not to dis-
card the old unit but instead use it 
as a standby. It is unlikely that the 
new transmitter will have a major 
failure soon but we do not know 
what the future holds so it is better 
to have a backup. We thought the 
new transmitter would be installed 
by summer of last year but, be-
cause of the pandemic and some 
other issues, it did not happen until 
September of 2021. With the new 
one on air, the contractor started 
working on the RF connection for 
the standby transmitter so that it 
can be connected to the dummy 
load and the RF switch. After they 
completed the connections, I tested 
the standby transmitter with the 
load. The dummy load box is a 
liquid cooled 25 kW Bird 
Moduload. It has the heat ex-
changer in the box itself with large 
cooling fans. I started testing at 
low power first and in just a few 
minutes, I noticed that there was 
something bubbling out of the re-
lief valve of the dummy load. It 
sprayed a brownish colored liquid 
all over the box. I immediately 
turned off the transmitter and 
checked what was going on with 
the dummy load. The spraying 
stopped but the brownish substance 
was all over the box. It also had a 
strong smell, similar to the smell of 
freshly laid asphalt mixed with the 
smell of a burning resistor - it was 
not easy to clean off the substance Figure 2 — Inside the dummy load. The left 

once it was on the metals. 

Figure 1 — Bird Moduload RF load resistor Model 8645-115. Rated 25 kW 

alai% Electronic Corporation 1111,11 Cleveland ISdord Cdlna USA 

picture shows the casing for the 

resistor and below it is the pump. The heat exchangers are on the left and right 

At first, I thought this was noth- side. Right picture shows the damaged resistor. 

ing serious and I stopped testing the dummy load for a 
few days. I also had to fix some of the power modules 
on the old transmitter. I was not too concerned about 
it because I thought there was no chance in the near 
future that we will need the old transmitter. The burnt 
smell was too strong inside the building so I took the 
dummy outside to clean it and remove the smell. I 
replaced the load temporarily with an air-cooled 5 kW 
dummy load. It worked well but could not be used at 
the transmitter power of 10kW. 

All seemed well at the transmitter site until the cold 
weather arrived. The building has a heat pump but the 
heat strips were not yet installed - the supply chain issue 
has affected its schedule. The heat pump was having 

We called the air-conditioning contractor and asked 
them to check the heat pump but they said that it needed 
the heat strips to work properly in very low temperature. 
I realized that if! could fix the dummy load, I could 

increase the heat inside the building by circulating the 
hot exhaust of the old transmitter. I could not use the 5 
kW load for long hours so I needed to make the 25 kW 
Bird load work. I started cleaning the box of the load and 
drained the remaining coolant. I noticed that there was 
a low level ofliquid coolant in the fill tank. I also noticed 
that the contaminants had permeated the inside wall of 
the fill tank. Surely, the pump and the coils also had this 
substance inside. I realized that the whole thing needed 
to be dismantled so that I could clean it thoroughly. 

I called tech support from Bird Inc. and asked them 
about the substance that came out of the fill tank. I sent 
them a pictute of the dirty coolant and they said it was 
not a proble . 

I disasse bled the box and the smell became stron-
ger when I pened the resistor jacket itself. To my 
horror, the r sistor was broken into pieces. The gunk 
that was com ng out of the fill tank was actually from the 
inside of th resistor itself. The liquid coolant was 
supposed to ow to the center of the jacket, through the 
inside of the esistor, out to the inside wall of the jacket 
and then to e discharge side. The assembly was filled 
with gunk an instead of the coolant going through the 
resistor, it we t straight to the discharge side. I called the 
tech support again, send them a photo of the broken 
resistor and t ey said that I should send the whole box to 
them for repa r. Either they replace the resistor or we can 
just purchas a new one. Replacement of the resistor 
costs $ 1,600 d a new dummy load of the same model 
costs $3,600. With the contaminant that was inside the 
pump and th heat exchangers, we might as well get a 
new dummy load. 

I then remembered that we have dummy load that we 
took out from another transmitter site during the repack. 
There were actually two of them and both were rated in 
the hundreds of kW - they are also water-cooled. It was 
a 2-hour trip t get to the other transmitter site and when 
I got there, I w 
was still intac 
the load, it d 
column load. 
has a limited 
rigid line cent 
other end has a cone shaped termination. It is tuned to 50 
Ohms at a certain band of frequencies. 

is glad to find out that the old dummy load 
. However, when I checked the inside of 
cl not have a resistor. It was actually a 
column load acts as a dummy load but 

and of frequencies. It looks simple: The 
r conductor is shorted at one end and the 

Figure 3 — The new set-up. The pump is 

connected to the column load with two hoses. 

I cleaned u the insides of the column load and 
brought it to th main site. Before connecting the load, 
I had to find ou first if! could remove all the contami-
nant from the i sides of the fill tank, pump and heat 
exchanger. Th first thing I tried was dishwashing 
soap mixed wit tap water. I poured the mixture into 
the fill tank, let e pump ran for a few minutes and then 
flushed out the oap/water mixture. 

(Continued on Page 42) 
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AES Switcher Sentinel°4 XLR 
The AES Switcher Sentinel 4 XLR is a web-based, transparent, four 

input, one output switcher with mechanical latching relays 

designed to pass AES/EBU digital audio. It features XLR connectors 

for audio I/O. It has a browser-based HTML5 web interface and 

supports SSL/TLS email (Gmail, etc.), SMS-email notification, as 

Broadcast Tools is a Veteran Owned Business 
Designed, Assembled ano Supportec 

in WA State USA. 
www.broadcasttools.com 

well as SNMP. The unit monitors its AES output signal for AES 

errors, audio silence and stereo out-of-phase conditions. WhernIES 

errors, silence or out-of-phase audio is detected the unit can be 

configured to automatically switch to a different input, sends alar 

messages and SNMP traps. 
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Studio Items Inc 

Mic Booms 
On-Air Lights 

Speaker Mounts 
www.studioitems.com 
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Up/Down Timers 

www.ram68.com 

News Mixers 

Line Matchers 
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RAM Systems 

Broadcast Furniture 
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Maintenance Guide 

— Continued from Page 40— 

I did this several times before I poured distilled 
water in for final rinse. To determine if the coolant in 
the tank was good enough, I devised a way to measure 
the resistivity of the coolant. I did 
this by using a water bottle with 
two holes on one side. I put some 
of the coolant in the water bottle 
and placed it on a table on its side 
(not standing up, otherwise the 

coolant would spill out from the 
two holes). The two holes were 
for the ohmmeter probe so that I 
could measure the resistivity. Clean 
distilled water was around 1 Me-
gohms while the Antifrogen cool-
ant was around LI Megohms. The 
coolant from the fill tank mea-
sured around 500k Ohms and this 
was not good enough. The con-
taminants remained in the inside 
walls of the fill tank, the heat 
exchanger coils and the pump. 
The smell was still strong. I needed 
a stronger solution to remove the 
contaminants sticking on the met-
als. A google search led me to a 
degreaser that is used on the floors of machine and car 
repair shops and it is available from the local Homedepot. 
I first tested it outside and the degreaser took only a 

few minutes to dissolve the substance. It also did not 
react with plastic, copper or bronze. 

I filled the tank with the degreaser and let the pump 
run so that it circulated inside the pump and the heat 
exchanger. Then, after two hours, I flushed out all of the 
dirty liquid. The color turned from yellowish to black, 
indicating that it dissolved the sticky substance. 

Figure 4 — Checking the impedance of the column load with my Pocket VNA. 

I filled it with tap water, repeated the flushing out and 
the filling of water a number of times, until the water was 
clear. It got rid of the contaminants and the inside wall 

of the filltaek became sparkling clean. The smell was all 
gone and t e coolant resistivity improved too. Before 
finally con ecting it to the load, I checked the imped-
ance of the I ad using my pocket VNA. The column load 
showed 50 hms on the Smith Chart of the VNA on its 
original fre uency of 677 MHz but when I tested it on 
the local fre uency, it was showing 43 Ohms and a little 
bit capaciti e. This was after adjusting the tuning bolts. 

At any r te, I still decided to connect the transmitter. 
I also had to ire up a 12V relay from the control system 
of the trans itter to the pump and fans. Another wiring 
was needed for the flow sensor interlock relay and this 
had to be c nected to the transmitter interlock so that 
the transmi er would stop when there was no coolant 
flow. Howe er, the transmitter will not start when there 
is no flow. I other words, the pump needed to run first 
before the ow interlock works and this needed a 
momentary ontact. To solve this problem, I used a 
contact fro a remote relay card using the N.O. contact 
of one of t e relays to briefly latch the flow sensor 
interlock rd l y and turn on the pump. 

As I me ioned, the column load is not 50 Ohms at 
the frequenc we are using. When I fired up the transmit-
ter, it worke and there was no alarm even though the 
reflected wa up by a bit. The reflected power reading on 
the modules as also not too bad. I ran it a few times for 
a few hours nd everything was fine. With everything 
working, I as able to increase the heat inside the 
building. It a so meant that the transmitter was ready for 
back-up du anytime. 

John L. M rcon, CBTE CBRE 8VSB Specialist, is the Chief 
Engineer for Vi tory Television Network (V7W) in Arkansas, with 
international erience in both Radio and Television Broadcast, 
and has an Ele tronics Teaching background. 

Why do broadcasters 
love Bext antennas? 

Performance, 

Cus:omer Service 

and Sturdiness, explained 

this way by a Bext customer: 

"I love Bext Antennas. Its high-power TFC2K-' model is built 

so sturdy and seems virtually unbreakable. We trust those 

for our stations located in hurricane-prone areas': 

— DAVID HOXENG, ADX Communications, Pensacola, Florida 

* TFC2K arrays can be rated up to 75 kW power handling. 

bext.com 888 239 8462 BEXT 

Approximately One Half the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 
Call for Your Quotation 

Phone: 530-662-7553 • Fax: 530-666-7760 
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 

www.econco.com 
1318 Commerce Ave, Woodland, CA 95776 
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TRANSCOM CORPORATION 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit Our Website - WWW.fmamtv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 
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2.5 kW 2018 GatesAir Flexiva 
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25.0 kW 2000 Harris HT 25CD 
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1 kW 2018 Radio Partes 1000 
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Burk ARC PLUS • Burk Technology Plus-X ICRU 
Burk Technology ARC Plus Touch • Burk Technology Plus-X IIU 
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Service Guide Radio Equipment Products and Services 

Probe 5 longley•Rice coverage reap with FCC contour 

Professional Broadcast T1IiI 1lîT .IVL.Itwar(e 
• Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps, interference studies, and 
population reports with Probe 5TM 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave frequencies and 
generate PON letters with Microwave Pro TM 

• AM Pro 2TMr used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave and 
groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping 

• Map FM stations and discover upgrade 
possibilities using FCC minimum separations 
and contour-to-contour methods with 
FMCommandern' 

oft 
COSISIE NICATION11. 

R.F. Communications Software 
and Engineering Consulting 

www.V-Soft.com V-Soft Communications ® (800) 743-3684 

TLM-2 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR 
Total Monitoring for Older Lighting Systems 

A microprocessor based system designed to monitor the 
status of FAA type A incandescent tower lights. 

• Individual alarms for photocell, flasher. beacon & marker. 

• Status outputs for lights on/off and beacon on/off. 

• LED indicators for each alarm and status output. 

• Opto-isolated fail-safe outputs for each alarm. 

• Easy setup — one button calibration. 

• Installs at the circuit breaker panel. 

• Available through broadcast distributors. 

FM Services 
www.towermonitor.com • 336-667-7091 
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Broadcast Signal Lab 
With humble origins as Cambridge Crystals and 

Cambridge Thermionic in the 1940's, Rick Levy 

purchased and expanded the enterprise in 1982. 

As Broadcast Signal Lab, BSL came to include onsite 

transmitter measurements and calibrations, coverage 

maps and surveys, annual and periodically required 

measurements. RF safety surveys and compliance 

assistance, reports for inclusion with FCC filings, and 

off-air frequency measurement done from 

a NIST compliant laboratory. 

Calibrated test 
Equipment 

Rapid 
Response 

Insured 

45 Years 
Industry 

Experience 

BSL, LLC Broadcast Signal Lab, LLC 
P.O.Box 827 3 Jackson Park 

Gardner, MA 01440 
508-479-5278 cell 617-864-4298 office 
dpeabody@broadcastsignallab.com 

Bay Country Broadcast EquipmEnt 
Buy e Sell • Trade 

Your #1 Source for Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment 

View our latest list of equipment on-line at: 
www.baycountry.com 

(Webs/fe Updated Daily) 

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee. 

Turn Your Excess Gear Into Cash 

Send your list to us and we will respond with our offer promptly. 

We only buy good working equipment with traceable serial numbers. 

Send Your List Today— sales@baycounty.com -or- Fax 443-596-0212 

E-mail: sales@baycountry.com 

877-722-1031 (Toll Free) 443-596-0212 ( Fax) 
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore, MD 21220 

INTERNACIONAL Beef*  Transmitters 
AM-FM 

Pre-Owned Units 

40 Years of Service 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Rob Malany — Owner 

321-960-4001 • sales@Besco-Int.com 

[ orban 

Orbon legacy Porto & Service 
ST. Circuit Ibreearel. lobo. lee. 

9110 Eel.. Ave. lento... RR 7201$ 

;50 (1 791-4991 

flew Product Dealer Sale,: Jay Rrentlinger 
55001/ 57001/ 860051 / 870011T / 9300 

(980)717-5330 
laleseOrbanlegacv.com 

Service for ntt Older model,: Robert teembruggen 
8100 18200 / 8300 / 8/100 / 8500 

9100 / 9200 / 6200 / 2300 
(501)050-8153 

RoberteOrbanlegocy.com 

 e 

AT-ENGINEERS, INC. 

(760) 438-4420 

LINK@SURCOM.COM 

• Tower Grounding 

& Lightning Protection 

• Coverage Modeling & Maps 
• RF Exposure Studies 

• FCC Applications 

Call us to discuss your 

project needs. 

352-367-1725 

rfengineers.com/services 

&FE 
•r\A/\/' 
innovative 
solutions 

A 

Professional 

Engineering 
Company 
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YOUR ULTIMATE 

SUPPLY & SERVICE SOLUTION 

Free Subscription to Radio Guide 

Repairs & On-Site Service Calls 

LIGHTNER ELECTRONICS www.lightnerelectronics.com 
Toll Free 1-866-239-3888 Shop online www.broadcastaysales.com 

http://titsweekinradio ec . oml 
A WEEKLY PODCASTFL1 BROADC ST ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS 

All those employed in radio are qualified to receive a free subscription to Radio Guide. 

If you enjoy what you see in this issue, and would. like to receive a print copy of each 

issue in the mail, go to www.radio-guide.com to enter ( or change) your subscription. 
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www. kintronic.com 
ktl@kintronic.com 

Gear Guide Broadcast Tools - Kintronics Labs - Tieline 

Broadcast Tools 
New Silence Detector 
From Broadcast Tools 

Broadcast Tools' next generation web-enabled two 
channel analog stereo silence detector and phase monitor, 

the Audio Sentinel + Web/Ri is available now, replacing 
the popular Audio Sentinel + Web. It features an inte-
grated, transparent, 2 x 1 switcher perfect for silence-based 
automatic back-up switching or manual switching via the 

web browser, front panel controls, or remote contact 
closure. In automatic mode, when silence is detected on 
the primary input, it will automatically switch to the back-
up input via mechanical latching relays and when audio 
returns it can automatically switch back to the primary 

input. 

am=xlmze 11,1•11. Yea 

The Audio Sentinel + Web/RJ's browser-based HTML5 
web interface is powered by a high-performance ARM° 
Cortex processor which supports SSL/TLS email (Gmail, 
etc.), SMS-email notification, as well as SNMP. The 
Audio Sentinel + Web/Ri features audio I/0 with pluggable 

screw terminal-blocks and standard RJ45 audio jacks 
wired in parallel for easy, plug & play wiring using Cat5/ 
Cat6 cabling 

Other features include: Silence detector trip level (-
15dB to -35dB in 1 dB steps) configurable from the web 
interface for each stereo input channel. Precise alarm and 
restore time delays configurable from 0 (OFF) to 65535 
seconds ( 18 hours, 12 min and 15 sec's) in one-second 
increments for each input channel. A surge protected 
universal switching desktop power supply with an IEC AC 
inlet is included. Two units may be mounted on the 

optional Broadcast Tools "RA- 1" 1-RU rack shelf. 
Audio Sentinel + Web/RJ joins Broadcast Tools' strong 

line-up of silence detectors and switchers for analog audio 
and AES/EBU digital audio. For more information visit 
Broadcast Tools at www.broadcasttools.com 

Broadcast Tools 
www.broadcasttools.com 
bti@broadcasttools.com 

Kintronic Labs 
Kintronic Labs Launches New e-Commerce 
Website for Simplified Online Purchasing 

Kintronic Labs Launches a new e-Commerce website 
for Simplified Online Purchasing of Components 

Kintronic Labs is pleased to announce its new Online 

Store, a fast and convenient way to buy products online. 
The store can be accessed from the homepage of our 
website, www.kintronic.com, by simply clicking the link 

"Online Store" located on the main menu. 

XXXII 
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Initially, we are offering mica and vacuum capaci-
tors. Soon we will have many other products such as 
dehydrators, copper strap, RF contactors, lighting chokes, 
and many more for your shopping convenience. Please 
continue to check our store for the latest product addi-
tions. 

Online purchases are currently limited to the United 

States, and shoppers are required to create an account in 
order to check out. We are able to accept payment via 
most major credit cards. We recommend that resellers 
continue to purchase from us using the standard pur-
chase order process. Thank you for your continued sup-
port. 

For questions or comments regarding the online store, 
please send us an email at ktl@kintronic.com. 

V-Soft Communications 

Silence Sentinel® RJ Dual Channel Stereo Silence Sensor 

Plug a Play Detection 

The Silence Sentinel RI is a two-channel analog stereo silence detector and phase monitor 
with an integrated 2x1 stereo audio switcher, perfect for automatic back-up switching when 
silence is detected. It features RJ45 audio I/0 and pluggable screw terminal block connectors 
for alarm relay outputs and remote control inputs. 

Broome Tools is a Veteran Owned Bustness 

ig".4 ,nten'be s eted and Supported i St  

Jr www broadcasttools corn 

BROADCAST° 

PROBLEM SOLVED 

Tieline 
Gateway 4 Delivers 

Flexible AolP Solutions 

Tieline's latest codec, the Gateway 4, is a powerful DSP-
based 1RU IP codec designed for live remote broadcasting 
applications, as well as STL or SSL links. The Gateway 4 
includes support for AES67, ST 2110-30, ST 2022-7, 
RAVENNA, NMOS IS-04 and IS-05, Ember+, AES3 and 
analog I/O as standard, and an optional WheatNet-IP card. 

It supports 4 full-duplex audio channels in 1RU to pro-
vide two stereo connections, or one stereo and two mono 
connections, r up to 4 mono connections. The codec also 
supports mult -unicasting and multicasting. 

For larger setworks, the Gateway 4 is ideal for transmitter 
sites, remote tirucks or rack-mounted remote kits. For affili-
ates and sma 
links, or a ster 
stereo connec 
Customers with higher channel requirements will gravitate 
towards the Gateway multi-channel codec. 

The Gateway 4 seamlessly integrates with all Tieline IP 
codecs and elivers hitless packet switching using 
SmartStream LUS redundant streaming. A primary and 3 
redundant stre s can be configured for each connection, 
delivering mu iple layers of IP network redundancy. This 
makes it ideal pair with the widely used ViA remote codec 
to deliver rock solid connection redundancy. 

The codec upports Fuse-IP bandwidth aggregation and 
features dual i ternal power supplies, dual LAN ports and 
dual AoIP po . Automated network failure detection pro-
vides automati switching to a backup IP LAN connection. 
Automatic sue ce detection can fail over to alternative audio 
sources, includ ng file playback, HTTP streaming, and other 
options ideal f r STL applications. 

Gateway 4 is also interoperable with all Tieline IP codecs 
and compatible over SIP with all EBU N/ACIP Tech 3326, 
3347 and 3368 compliant codecs and devices. 

The Gateway 4 is configurable through an embedded 
HTML5 Toolbox Web-GUI interface and is also fully con-
trollable using reline's Cloud Codec Controller. 

Tieline 
www.tieline.com/gateway-4 

sales@tieline.com 

Fer stations it can transport studio-to-studio 
o studio-to-transmitter link signal plus another 
ion, or dual mono connections for remotes. 
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Accurately generate time code with ESE's Master Clock via the ta-channel GPS 
receiver and output multiple types of Time Code, SMPTE-LTC/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, 
ASCII (RS-232 & USB), and an extremely accurate IPPS signal. Further reliability with 
dual battery back-up, and new control panel software. ESE's NTP6 feature provides 
an NTP server compatible with the latest version of Internet Protocol, IPv6. You can 
also easily interface with new or existing computers, automation and clock systems. 

Visit www.ese-web.com for all your time synchronization needs. 

www.ese-web.com 

+1-310-322-2136 
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RADIO ROUNDUP 
The Radio Guide Event Register 

Email your dates and info to radio@rconnect.com 

2022 NRB Convention 

March 8-11, 2022 
Gaylord Opryland, Nashville Tennesee 
www.nrbconvention.org 

2022 NAB Show 
April 23-27, 2022 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
www.nabshow.com/2022/ 

Dayton Hamvention 
May 20-22, 2022 

Greene County Fairgrounds, Dayton, Ohio 
https://hamvention.org 

Texas Association of Broadcasters (TAB 2022) 

August 3-4, 2022 
JW Marriot Downtown — Austin, Texas 
www.tab.org/convention-and-trade-show 

WBA Broadcasters Clinic 

September 11-13, 2022 
Madison Marriot West, Madison, Wisconsin 
https:www.wi-broadcasters.org 

Ohio Broadcast & Technology Conference 
November 28, 2022 
Columbus Convention Center — Columbus, Ohio 
http://www.mbmtc.oab.org 
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Remote Reboot of AC Powered Devices 

Stackley 
Devices 
LLC 

(609) 
647 
9677 

RemOutlet 
Reboot 
Mini 
$179 

Adjustable 
Power 

OFF Time 

www.RemOutiete.com 

GRAHAM STUDIOS 
Broaccast Furniture 

866-481-é696 I wwworcehom-studios.com 
www.nopportrodio.com 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 

• AM/FM/NCE Applications 
• Allocation and Upgrade Studies 
• Pre-Purchase Inspections 
• ANSI and NRSC Measurements 

651-784-7445 
• Tower Detuning 

• Intermodulation Studies 
• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 

• AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Prod using Method of Moments 

fax (651)784-7541 E-mail: infoeowleng.com "Member AFCCE 

PHASETEK INC. 
Custom Phasing Systems 

Phasetek, Inc. s dedicated to provide 

the broadcast industry high quality 

AM Phasing and Branching systems, 

Antenna Tuning units, Multiplexers, 

and RF components. 

Phone: 215-536-6648 
sales@phasetekinc.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
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Accuracy, Peace of Mind and Reliability 

These are at Least Three Reasons Why the DPS-100D Series Power Meter has 

Become the Choice of Broadcasters Worldwide 

FWD PWR 

DPS-100D 

Broadcast Devices. Inc 

LINE— YEA4R—EXT PRESSURE 

REF PWR 

rAt , • • r I. 04,,O. 

140923-06 CO200-1-SMA FM P-Cube 

SMA Coupling -61.3 dB 
Directivity > 30 db 98 M! 

Direction of Hower 

el> 

IMP 

No other power meter on the market meets the stringent and changing requirements like BDI's DPS-100D Series True RMS Power Meters. FM 

broadcasters, television broadcasters and now AM all digital broadcasters can take advantage of the DPS-100D Series feature set including 40 

dB dynamic range, measurement of analog FM and IBOC simultaneously, measurement of multiple carriers simultaneously for master antenna 

applications and much more. With BDI's exclusive 3-Strikerm VSWR protection algorithm your system is protected from damage. The UPS -1000 

interfaces directly to our SWP-200 series motorized switch controllers, SWP-300 remote controls and our SWP-206 master antenna monitor sys-

tem. Email alerts, SNMP IP interface and a host of other features make the UPS -1000 series unmatched in flexibility and ease of use. 

bdi ... Serving the Broadcast Industry for 35 years 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.com bdi 




